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The Display Continuum
Does Your Computer Go Bump in the Night ? .
Aris Silzars
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Et tu, Brute?
Those of you who studied Shakespeare may recall
Act III, Scene I of Julius Caesar. A group of senators assassinate Caesar with daggers in the Roman
Senate. Caesar struggles bravely despite multiple
wounds. Then his comrade Brutus, who is one of the
conspirators, emerges from the group of assassins to
strike what is to be (in Shakespeare's version, at least)
A.
the final blow. Caesar, undone as much by his
friend's betrayal as by his wounds, utters the famous dying words: "Et tu, Brute?
(You, too, Brutus?) Then, fall, Caesar."
Brutus returned to the Senate -the U.S. Senate- on March 2, this time in the
guise of the Senate Appropriations Committee. His victim was the U.S. Department of Defense's (DoD's) Technology Reinvestment Program (TRP). The
TRP, already wounded by its removal from the House appropriations bill, is not
likely to survive this attack.
It is perhaps understandable that a new House majority, drunk on a brew combining power and inexperience, is slashing at sophisticated programs it does not
understand. But the more experienced Brutus should know better. The TRP's
$202 million would have gone to encourage the development of dual -use technologies - those capable of supporting both government and commercial needs.
DoD has correctly concluded that dual-use approaches are essential if the military is to have early and reliable access to cutting-edge technologies, including
display technologies, at acceptable cost.
How could the committee, in the name of economy, assassinate a program
whose whole design is to save money on system acquisitions and to stimulate a
strategic industry? This is not theory. Related programs are already fertilizing
an industry, creating technological know-how, and enlarging companies and
adding workers - which are contributing to an enlarged tax base. Congress's
action is anti -defense, anti-technology, and anti-business. It is bad for the U.S.
economy, it is bad for the U.S. trade deficit, and it is bad for the U.S.'s technology partners, who value a colleague capable of keeping a steady hand on the
tiller.
It is surprising that the actions of both the House and Senate committees are
not seen as bad policy by aU Republicans and Democrats inside the Beltway.
Outside the Beltway, we shake our heads in wonder. "Oh judgment," Shakespeare has Mark Antony say, "thou art fled to brutish beasts, and men have lost
their reason ."
DoD spokesman Glenn Flood speculates that some Congressmen incorrectly
see dual-use programs as defense-to-civilian conversion efforts. "We're still
fighting for TRP and the other dual-use programs," says Flood. "We need to
find ways of educating people about the dual-use concept and its importance to
DoD and the country."
-Ken Werner

Information Display Magazine invites other opinions on this and related subjects from members
of the international display community. The opinions expressed in this editorial do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the publisher of Information Display Maga zine, nor do they necessari ly reflect the position of the Society for Information Display.
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Does Your Computer Go Bump in the
Night? ...
by Aris Silzars
I mailed a letter the other day. Now, this was no
ordinary letter- it was the genuine handwritten kind
that in times past people used as a way of communicating with each other. It cost me ninety-five cents to
send it by first-class mail. Now, I suppose that's not
much for sending an ounce of anything nearly 6000 miles to a relative in a distant land. But it made me think. What do people send by first-class mail these
days, anyway? So I asked my most expert advisor (my wife Sally) what she was
sending by first-class mail and what she thought others were doing. It didn't
take her long to give me a comprehensive answer- bills and greeting cards. Oh
sure, there may be an occasional "real" letter, or maybe one from an aggressive
realtor with a handwritten address, but we really don't communicate by mail
anymore, do we?
A revolution happened and we hardly noticed. For a time, the telephone took
care of most of our needs. But lately , we are sending more and more faxes and
e-mail over those same telephone lines. And our telephones have gone cellular.
We can now be found, no matter where we try to hide. We are definitely well
along on our journey into the Information Age. But, as the vacation-bound kids
in the back seat always ask, "Are we there yet?" Wherever "there" is, it may be
too hard to define. Instead, how about looking for the next exciting attraction that next stop on the Information Superhighway, where we can have "just hours
of fun"?
The fax machine took 150 years to evolve, and it had a rocky start. As
1. Coopersmith describes in the February 1993/EEE Spectrum , the development
of the fax machine was strongly motivated by the complexity of the Japanese
alphabet and the difficulty of using it to send messages over telegraph and telex
systems. Apparently, even Thomas Edison was motivated to work on a fax
machine for just this reason. Professor Yasujiro Niwa built the first Japanese
fax machine in 1928 for the Nippon Electric Co., but modern Japanese interest
didn't build until the 1960s. Then, in the 1980s, the combination of mature and
flexible standards, well-designed products, manufacturing technology, and societal forces launched the global fax boom. The U.S. market grew from 250,000
machines in 1980 to 500,000 in 1985. Starting in 1988, sales doubled annually.
By the end of 1991 , there were 6 million fax machines in use in the U.S. , and 1.1
million computers had accessory boards providing fax capability. The number
of transmitted pages increased from 1.5 billion in 1985 to 17 billion in 1991.
Today, fax transmissions account for more than 40% of Japanese-U.S. telephone
traffic.
Predictions in the 1970s and early 1980s about the impending automated
office dismissed fax technology because it did not fit the model of an all-electronic paperless future. In retrospect, that's one of those "I told you so's" that I
can personally feel good about.
After all those years of development, finally culminating in worldwide recognition and success, will the stand-alone fax machine be around for a while, or is
it about to be absorbed amoeba-like into the domain of fax boards in desktop
and laptop computers and laser printers? After all , isn't e-mai l just a form of fax
continued on page 70
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Flat-Panel Display Technology in Russia,
Ukraine, and Belarus
A tour of 36 sites uncovered innovative FPDs and energetic
people anxious to bring their technology to the West.

by Bill Doane
T .E DISSOLUTION of the Soviet Union
opened research laboratories and development
facilities previously inaccessible to Westerners. One example is Zelenograd, near
Moscow- an entire city that had a military
mission. The city did not even appear on
Soviet-era maps, yet it is filled with state-ofthe-art electronic technology.
There are many such sites in Russia,
Ukraine, and Belarus, and many of them are
homes for flat-panel display (FPD) technology (Fig. I). As in the U.S., manufacturing is
sparse, but there is display technology - some
quite advanced, with innovati ve and different
approaches. This should not be surprising in
countries that led the world in space exploration, submersibles, undersea technologies,
and other areas of science and science education. Some display technology is becoming
available to the West as former Soviet Union
(FSU) companies seek partners, investment,
and manufacturing opportunities. Research
directors, inventors, company officers, and
government and university officials display
great enthusiasm for entering the commercial
world, finding markets, competing, and participating generally in the excitement of today's
flat-panel technobusiness.

Bill Doane chaired the WTEC panel on Display Technologies in Russia, Ukraine, and
Belarus. Dr. Doane is Director of the Liquid
Crystal Institute and the NSF Center for
Advanced Liquid Crystalline Optical Materials (ALCOM) at Kent State University, P.O.
Box 5190, Kent, OH 44242-0001; telephone
216/672-2654,fax -2796.
16
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Fig. 1: To many Westerners, St. Basil's Cathedral on Red Square symbolized the old Russia.
But the display technology of Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus is also impressive.
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Fig. 1: To many Wesremers, Sr. Basil's Cathedral on Red Square symboked rhe old Russia.
But the display technology of Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus is also impressive.

The World Technology Eva luation Center
(WTEC), supported by the Advanced
Re earch Projects Agency (ARPA ) and the
ati onal Science Foundation ( SF). fonned a
traveling team of I I people to visit 36 sites in
Ru ssia, Ukraine, and Belarus (Fig. 2). In
October. 1993. team members visited institute . universities, companies, and former military establishments, interviewed key technology and industrial leaders, and, wherever possi ble, observed working display . Site report
were prepared on each location visited by the
traveling team . Seve n team member wrote
chapters of a comprehensive report to be di stributed by WTEC. 1

Projection Systems
The most exciting developments were the projection systems we saw at several different
location . A key innovation is the qu antoscope - an e-beam-pumped laser (Fig. 3). An
e-beam pump a semiconductor-resonant cavity that stimulates localized laser emission out
the other side. Scanning thee-beam al o
scans the laser, making it an excellent candi-

date for Ia er projection. High-intensity red,
green. and blue (RGB ) colors made an
impres ive demonstration on a theater-sized
creen.
The quantoscope was developed at three
sites near Moscow: Rosich and Co. , Ltd.,
Platan at Fryazi no, and the Lebedev ln titute
of Physic . lt has caused excitement because
of its potential for use not only in projection
systems but also in cancer therapy, visualapproach slope indicators (V ASI) at airports,
and photographing fast event such a interferometric visualization of shock fields
around projectiles.
The quanto cope is of great interest to U.S.
developers, but the que tion of intellectualproperty rights surrounding the device is
apparently confused. The technology also
requires further work. uch as developing blue
emitters. finding an economical way to cool
the cavity, and extending the lifetime of the
emitter. The device infrastructure- such as
cry tal growth. material formulation s, and ebeam technology- i for the most pan being
devel oped by the companies invol ved.

Bill Doane

Fig. 2: Th e WTEC traveling team just before leaving fo r the former Soviet Union. Front row
(left to right): Michael DeHaemer, Director of WTEC, Loyola College; Patricia Clad is, Bell
Laboratories; Bill Doane, Kent State University; Jan Talbot, University of California, San
Diego; and Elison C. (Dick) Urban, ARPA/ESTO. Back row (left ro right): 0/eg Lovremovich,
Kent State University; James Lorimer, NASA Ames Research Center; Zvi Yani v. Kent Display
Systems; Marko Slusarc::.uk, Silicon Video Corp.; Ch ris CU11in, Silicon Video Corp.; Robert
Rice, McDonnell Douglas Aerospace; David S/obodin, ARPA.

Another innovation relate to CRT projection. Platan showed some unique multiplebeam CRTs for large-screen projection,
including a 625-line projection system that
produces a 6-m-diagonal image with a luminance of 30 cd/m 1 . Platan re earchers have
also paid attention to home projection TV .
These systems have compact packaging and
special amplification screens.
The WTEC committee visited several sites
where work focused on laser-addressed LCD
projection ystems. The Vavilov group at St.
Peter burg reported activity on ferroelectric
liquid-crystal (FLC) projection devices, and
Ro ich reponed working on a light-valve system ba ed on a Ia er-addressed LC photoconductor. Rosich claimed their system has a resolution of 1000 lines and an output of 1000
lm. Scientist at Rosich also have designed an
innovative light concentrator that is used in
their projectors.

Liquid-Crystal Displays
Zvi Ya11iv evaluated the LCD in the FSU.
with emphasi on cell design and manufacturing is ues. The WTEC team found several
innovations in LCD technology, and in a few
cases saw completed advanced di splays nearl y
ready fo r manufacturing. The team saw a-Si
and p-Si active-matrix displays at Platan in
Russia and Integral in Minsk, Belarus, and
was impressed that both a-Si and p-Si LCD
were being developed at Platan. It is Dr.
Yani v's opinion that with suitable investment.
Platan could quickly ri e to the leve l of a U.S.
company such as OIS Optical Imaging Systems.
A well-integrated group dedicated to the
metal-insulator-metal (MIM ) active matrix is
located in Minsk. Largely championed by
worker at the Radioengineering Institute, this
enterprise in vo lves several different companies, institute . and univer ities in the Min k
area:
• Integral. a large electronics conglomerate
that once served much of the Soviet
Union;
• Planar, a leading FSU equipment producer for the microelectronics indu try;
• The Sevtchenko In titute of Applied
Physics Problem , a group that supplies
LC material , color filters. and optical
design technologie ;
and
• Many other small companies.
Information Display 4&5/95
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WTEC report

The group reported a previous demonstration of a 320 x 300-pixel color TV using MlM
elements with a contrast ratio of 15: I. A 6in.-diagonal 640 x 400 unit is under development. In support of this effort, professors and
scientists at the Sevtchenko Institute have
developed highl y resistive LC material with
the large dielectric constants de irable for
M1M AMLCDs . A color-filter program is in
place. The well-qualified and highly motivated scientists working on this project could
develop marketable display products for
Belarus.
The team which visited Kyyi v - previously
spelled " Kiev" by some Westerners- reported
interest in MIM technology in Ukraine. A
company called Helium in Vinnutsya is performing research and development on MlM
displays, with LC materials and polarizers
coming from other Ukrainian companies.
Glass substrates will soon be supplied by
Ukrainian firms. The Volga R&D Institute in
Saratov, Russia, reports an interest in MIM
for smectic-A and nematic displays. This
group also reports a-Si TFf displays with 864
lines.
The activity in manufacturing supertwistednematic (ST ) displays was surprising.
Reflector, a company in Saratov that works
closely with the Volga R&D Institute is a
major supplier of STN-LCDs. Reflector produces STN displays of various sizes for a
range of applications, including laptop computers. Platan , near Moscow, also manufactures a large number of STN displays, all with
a chip-on-glass (COG) technology. Integral ,
located in Minsk, also claimed an ST line;
however, all of the ST di splays seen in the
FSU were uncompensated.
In the WTEC report, Pat Cladis describes
sources for other LCD supporting materials
and technologies. Synthe is and formulation
of advanced LC materials were seen in all
three FSU countries. The iopik Organic
Intermediates and Dyes Institute near Moscow
works cooperatively with groups in the
Ukraine Academy of Sciences and F. Hoffmann-La Roche in Switzerland. Niopik produces LC materials and many other supportive
materials, such as photosensitive monomers,
that align under polarized light. This photoaligning material recently received worldwide
attention. Applications include buff-free
alignment layers and polarizing sheets. A
variant of this work u ing polymer LCs is
18
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Plalan, Fryazino, Russia

Fig. 3: The quantoscope- an e-beam-pumped laser projection system - projects a high-intensity color image on a theater-sized screen. The shadowy figure at the lower left indicates the
screen's size.
being pursued at Moscow State Univer ity
(MSU). The advantage of the MSU material
is that it can be written and erased with polarized laser light.
Niopik also showed an array of electrochromic materials, with organic materials
being among the most impressive. The company arranged with a U.S. manufacturer of
automobile mirrors to use its electrochromics.
Two major FSU materials developers have
licensing agreements on LC materials with a
Japanese LC-material s supplier. There was
general interest in moving these materials into
the world community. even as the company
works closely with Rus sian display developers.
The Sevtchenko Institute showed a new
color-filter technology using water-soluble
negative photoresists. Western scientists
should examine thi process, which appears
unique and easy to implement . Another
water-soluble organic film technology for
polarizing sheets was described at the
Zelenograd Research Institute of Physica l
Problems. In this research, Langmuir-Bled-

gett films are being studied with the goal of
layering the polarizing sheet inside the di splay
cell. This technol ogy is also being explored
for color filters. In the area of innovations
supportin g LCD materials, a unique material
for passivation of a+ in normal glass has
been developed at the Sevtchenko Institute.
Thi glass was used for STN-LCDs and
AMLCDs in Belarus.
A cholesteric reflective-display technology
was found at the Monocrystal Institute and at
the Institute of Semiconductors of the Ukraine
Academy of Sciences. The technology is similar to that being developed in the United
States, but different materials are u ed to stabilize and modify the optical states of the
material. Impressive low-resolution reflective
displays without backlights have been prototyped in Ukraine. Their drive voltage, however. remains high, approaching l 00 V.
The strongest components of the display
infrastructure in FSU co untries are research
in stitutes and universities. The scienti sts and
st udents in the e locations have been among
the best in the world and have made great

contributions to the science of LC materials.
Unfortunately, many of them- 25% by one
estimate- have left the country, and another
large percentage now work in other fields.
Nevertheless, strong basic-research programs
on LC materials are being pursued in such
places as the Institute of Physics of the
Ukraine Academy of Sciences (Kyyiv); the
Russian Academy of Sciences, Institute of
Crystallography (Moscow); Moscow State
University; and elsewhere.

Emissive Displays
In the WTEC report, Chris Curtin and Jan
Talbot describe a number of emissive technologies found in the FSU. We've already
mentioned the e-beam-pumped laser at Platan,
where the visiting team also discovered a
strong phosphor-materials group. The Platan
group also featured unusual materials, such as
phosphor-encapsulated polymers used for
converting ultraviolet (UV) radiation to the
61 0- 700-nm visible region that is useful for
chlorophyll absorption and plant growth. The
group visiting Saratov found a strong program
in vacuum-fluorescent displays (VFDs) at the
Volga R&D Institute, with manufacturing of
large quantities being done at Reflector.
VFDs developed at Volga range in size up to
640 columns x 480 lines. Phosphor development in Volga places emphasis on lowvoltage phosphors in the range of 4-20 V.
Volga develops the phosphors that are massproduced in Stavropol. At the time of the
WTEC team's visit, the VFD-manufacturing
line at Reflector consisted primarily of
Japanese production equipment. Reflector
claims several technical advantages, including
low-voltage structures that provide very high
luminance and lifetimes of 100,000 hours
with multicolor capability.
Research on electroluminescent (EL) display technology occurs at several sites in the
Moscow region and Kyyiv. Interesting work
at the Moscow State Institute of Electronics
and Mathematics (MSI) deals with the
ergonomics of EL displays. Some of these are
old EL devices used in manned spacecraft,
which the WTEC team had the opportunity to
see. The team saw considerable work on aircraft displays at high brightness levels, and a
novel description of a filter mask to control
cockpit glare. A supplier of EL displays
located in Kyyiv produces a number of different sizes based on ZnS :Mn materials (yellow).

The team saw work on field-emission displays (FEDs) at three sites in the Moscow
region and at Saratov. Panel members
observed small FED prototypes with siUcon
and carbon emitters. Work was being done on
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) in two locations,
Moscow and St. Petersburg. Sapphire
Research and Production Amalgamation in
Moscow manufactures a broad range of incoherent LED devices, including LEDs, arrays
of LEDs, and dot-matrix and alphanumeric
indicators. Sapphire is conducting research
on blue- and UV-emitting diodes, and the
company reported efforts to use UV emitters
to stimulate emission from phosphors.
The St. Petersburg team visited Positron
Research and Manufacturing Corporation.
Discussion at this facility focused on ill-V
devices and a number of ultra-high-power !Remitting devices.

Business and Infrastructure
In the former Soviet Union, a central planning
bureau provided the components and
resources required to attain manufacturing
goals. Design or prototyping bureaus were
coupled with simple industries to form a giant
enterprise, but there was no market infrastructure to support these various functions.
In the emerging market economy, many
managers are faced for the first time with elements of a market-based economy and ·a
Western business process with which they
have had no previous experience. In the
WTEC report, Jim Larimer provides anecdotes that illustrate some of the problems
encountered by U.S. and other foreign companies and individuals attempting to form business relationships in the FSU.
The report's overview of the FPD infrastructure covers education, R&D, supporting
industries, transportation, and other components. Marko Slusarczuk reports on business
perspectives. His chapter at the end of the
report provides useful documentation on how
to obtain information, get to the FSU, and get
around once you're there. He reviews problems and intellectual-property issues, and
leaves the reader with helpful hints for concluding a deal.
The FSU is undergoing an extensive industrial revolution from a military-commodities
complex to a more balanced industrial-military-commodities complex- a process that
shares similarities with the large-scale reorga-

nization and downsizing of large corporations.
The FSU is now restructured into competing
countries, which is rather similar to the business-unit model. Since the region is now
without most of its former prime manufacturing bases, it cannot support the large amount
of research and development it once did. The
FSU now has a large educated work force that
is out of work and looking for new opportunities.
Japan reminded the United States of the
importance of a strong manufacturing base.
The disintegration of the Soviet Union teaches
yet another lesson: the disaster that results
when a strong national education and research
program is not closely tied to manufacturing.
Committee member Patricia Cladis recalled a
comment by the Nobel prizewinning economist Friedrich August von Hayek:
"We must build where we live. When a
country loses the know-how and expertise
to manufacture things, it loses its capacity
to create wealth - its financial independence. When it loses its financial independence, it starts to lose political
soverei gnty."

Notes
1
The World Technology Evaluation Center
(WTEC) is administered by the International
Technology Research Institute at Loyola College. A copy of the panel report can be
obtained fro m the National Technical Information Service under call number PB95144390. For pricing and ordering information, phone NTIS at 703/487-4650. •
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Solving the Problem of Differential Overlay
We can deal with imperfection
if we sneak up on it gradually.

by John McCoy and Dave Kettering

~

THE SO RCE AND ORAl of a thinfilm transistor (TFT) overlap the gate by diffe rent amounts - a situation called differential
overlay- the manufac turing yield of activematri x liquid-crystal di splays (AMLCDs) can
be sharply reduced. Manufacturers sometime
find it difficult to control differential overlay,
but there is a generic solution to the problem .

The Manufacturing Context
An AMLCD contains an array of light-transmiss ion pi xe ls, each of which contains a TFT.
Each TFT consists of a gate, a source, and a
drain (Fig. 1). The gap between the source
and drain is created by exposing photoresist
and then proceeding with other standard IC
manufacturing techniques.
An AMLCD for a notebook computer typically measures 16 em (6.3 in .) by 20 em (7.9
in.), which is large by the standards of integrated circuits. One conventional way to fabricate uch a large array of transi tors is to
expose ix eparate fields (Fig. 2) with a repand-repeat exposure sy tern such as our ow n
ikon FX40 I or FXSO I.

becau e it is set by photolithography, but
manufacturer sometimes find it difficult to
center the source and drain on the gate
(Fig. 3).
When the so urce- gate overl ap and the
drain- gate overlap vary from their design values, the gai n of the tran istor changes. Thi s
change in ga in is not intrinsicall y a problem.
The transistor still works we ll by virtually all
cri teri a, wi th one exception : th e differen ce in
the gai n of the transistor translates into a
light difference in the luminance of the pi xe l.
If the gain remains consistent across the di splay, or if it changes gradually across the di s-

Field A

Gate

Source

I

I

I

I

Drain

Fig. 1: A typical thin-film-transistor (TFT)
configuration, consisting of a gate, source,
and drain.

Field B

Field C

The Problem
Not all the TFTs have the ymmetry suggested in Fig. I. The di stance between the
source and drain i reasonabl y consistent

John McCoy is R&D Manager at Nikon Precision, Inc. , / 399 Shoreway Rd. , Belmont, CA
94002-4017; telephone 415!508-4674,Ja.x4625. Dave Kettering is Nikon Precision's
Senior Manager of Special Products Operations.
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Field D

Field E

Field F

Fig. 2: A flat-panel display with six fie lds exposed independently by a step-and-repeat exposure
system. Each field typically comains about 100,000 transistors.
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-&---&---&---&---&---fr---&---&--f r---B-Fig. 3: This TFT suffers from differenTial
overlay: The source and drain are misaligned.
so They overlap The gate by different amounts.
play. the difference in luminance is imperceptible to the human eye. From a quality-co ntrol standpoint. the problem ari se when the
change in the gain of the tran i tors occurs
abrupt ly across a field boundary.
But let's look at the de irable ituation fir t
(Fig. 4). The transi tor on the immediate left
of the field boundary have the ame gain as
the tran istors on the immediate right of the
field boundary. The field boundary i in visible to the eye. and the panel is good.

Misalignment
Let' now look at one of the situations that produces yield problems (Fig. 5). In Field A. the
gates are cotTectly placed. and the sources and
drains are precisely centered on them in a . ymmetrical fashion. However. in Field B. the
source and drain are misplaced relative to
the gates. and the gain changes abrupt ly across
the field boundary. If the gain of the transi tors in Field A differ from the gain of the
transistors in Field B by more than I%. almost
anyone who look at the di splay will ee the
boundary. Quality-control inspectors typicall y
discard pa ne ls with thi type of problem .
If Field B were a eparate di play. its quality would probably be acceptable to the quality-contro l engineer and to the customer. A
moderate change in gain is on ly a problem
when it occu rs abruptly acros the boundary.
This misalignment problem is caused by the
inherent diffic ulty in cen terin g an exposure
too l direct ly o n the field with a preci ion of
berter than 50 nm- a di tance ufficient to
affect the gain of the transi tor .

Lens Distortion
Although projec ti on exposures are specified
under the as umption of perfectly shaped
lenses, the lense are rarely- if ever- perfect.
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Field A
Gates Correctly Placed
Sources and Drains Correctly Placed

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

Field B
Gates Correctly Placed
Sources and Drains Correctly Placed

Fig. 4: Tll'o fields from an ideal/yfabricmed panel. All transisTor elements on both sides of The
f ield boundary are co rrecTly placed. The transistor gain is therefore consTanT across The field
boundarY, and the bounda n • is im•isible to the ere. Th e panel is good. (The dOTTed lines inclicate The ideal design locaTions for the transistors.)
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Field A
Gates Correctly Placed
Sources and Drains Correctly Placed

.

o

.

I

Fie.ld B

.

.

Gates Correctly Placed
Sources and Drains Misplaced
(Misa li gnment)

Fig. 5: In This panel. all TransisTOr elements in Field A are correCT/.\' placed. buT in Field B Th e
sources and drains are misplaced relmil·e to the gaTes. The TransisTor gain changes abruptly
across Th e field boundan'. If the gain difference is more Than I o/c. the boundan· is ,·isible To
near/.1· all 1•iewers. Qualit\'-comrol inspecTors would rypica//y discard such a panel.
Their imperfectio ns create a type of di sto rtion
in whi ch. over a given regi o n. the actu al locati o n of features gradually drifts farther and
fanher from the desired location (Fi g. 6).
Jn the figure. a ll the features are perfectly
placed in Field B. But in Fi eld A. the gates
move farther to th e right of their targe t location a they approac h the field boundary.
Fo rtunatel y. th e sources and drains were

deposi ted w ith the sa me lens (the same expoure tool). so they are di splaced by an equal
amo unt. The ga in of the tran isto rs is contam acros the field bo undary. The human
eye can't perceive that the pi xe l in Field A
are lightl y di placed to the right. Practically
·peaking. thi s is a perfec t panel !
It is critical that the gates. source . and
drain in Field A in the pre vious example
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~-- ~--~--~··-$- -~-- ~-- ~--~-- ~
Field A
Gates Misplaced (Lens Distortion)
Sources and Drains Misplaced
(Lens Distortion - Same Lens!)

Field B
Gates Correctly Placed
Sources and Drains Correctly Placed

8(a), the problem is the abrupt change in gain
between transistors 5 and 6 in the row how n
(and in identical rows above and below it). In
Fig. 8(b), TFTs 1-2 and 6-10 are identical to
those in Fig. 8(a). But transistors 3-5 show a
gradual transi tion in degree of physical overlap, and therefore in gain, from that of transistor 2 to that of transistor 6.

Why Does Graded Exposure Work?
Fig. 6: In this panel, all the features are perfectly placed in Field B, but in Field A all of th e

transistor elements move farther to the right of their target locations as they approach the field
boundary. Fortunately, the sources, drains, and gates were deposited with the same lens, so
they are all displaced by an equal amount. The gain of th e transistors is constant across the
field boundary, and the human eye can't perceive that the pixels in Field A are slightly displaced to the right. For all practical purposes, this is a perfect panel. (For simplicity, the fig ure shows only one row of transistors instead of an entire field of many rows.)
have been fabricated with the same exposure
tool. Let's see what happens when they aren't
(Fig. 7). In Field B, as before, all the features
are perfectly placed. In Field A, the gates
show the effect of len distortion - they
increasi ngly move to the right of the target
position a they approach the field boundary.
But, in contrast to the previous si tuati on, the
sources and drains were not fabricated with
the arne expo ure tool used for the gates.
The e elements are correctly placed in their
target locati on and therefore asymmetricall y
placed on the gate . A a result, the gain of
the tran istor change abruptly as we eros
the field boundary. The quality-control
in pector will see the boundary and wi ll probabl y reject the display. 1
A manufacturer can eliminate this type of
problem by making sure each displ ay goes to
the arne tool for the gate exposure as for the
source and drai n exposure. But this requirement can add considerable complexity, since
the two steps are separated by a lengthy amorphous-silicon deposition process.

the gain of the transistors would change gradually across the graded double-exposed area,
and the problem of abrupt changes across a
"hard boundary" would disappear (Fig. 8.)
All of the features in Fig. 8(b) receive the
same amount of radiant energy, but tho e in
the regi on of the soft boundary receive it by a
double exposure- some fraction of the total
radi ant energy from the Field A expos ure and
the complement from the Field B exposure.
The row of transistors in Fig. 8(b) shows the
effect of this graded exposure. The features
move in a gradual tran ition fro m the characteristic posi ti on at the interior of Field A to
the characteristic position at the interior of
Field B.
Let's make this comparison more explicit.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show I 0 TFTs. In Fi g.

B··t1··-8··-8·· t~--~ - ~ - ~- ~
I

I

!

The Solution: Graded Exposure
In the conventional procedure we have been
de cribing, the field have "hard boundaries''
-all the features in Field A are created during
one step, all those in Fie ld B are created during a eparate step, etc. One possi ble c lass of
e lutions to the problem of differential overlay is to create fields with "soft boundaries."
In this novel procedure, we "double-expose"
features near the field boundary, with a partial
exposure from the Field A step and a partial
exposure from the Field B step. As a resu lt,
24
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Since photolithography is an on-or-off process
- there is no gray scale - the reader may wonder why the double expo ure cau es a gradual
transition of the physical features across the soft
boundary. Let's offer an intuiti ve explanation.
Transistor 2 in Fig. 8(b) receives 100% of it
exposure in Field A, and tran istor 6 receives
I 00% of its exposure in Field B. In this
schematic, the transition region spans only three
transistors, but the transition region would span
many more transi tors in a real display.
It would be ea y to imagi ne that so me tranistor near the left edge of the transition region
might receive 98% of its radiant energy fro m
Field A and onl y 2% from Field B, and th at it
would be very similar to transistor 2. It would
also be easy to imagine that some transi tor
near the right of the transition region mi ght
receive only 2% of its radiant energy from
Field A and the other 98% from Field B, and
that it would be very similar to transi tor 6.
A transistor in the center of the transition
regi on would recei ve 50% of its radi ant
energy from Field A and 50% from Field B.
This transistor would receive the maxi mum
degree of "blurring" from the double expoure. Its posi tion would be centered with

I

I

!

I

I

!

I

I

!

Field A
Gates Misplaced (Lens Distortion)
Sources and Dra ins "Correctly " Placed

Field B
Gates Correctly Placed
Sou rces and Drains Co rrectly Placed

Fig. 7: Problems can arise when all transistor elements are not placed with the same lens, i.e. ,
with the same exposure roof. In Field B, just as in Fig. 6, all the features are perfectly placed.
In Field A, the gates show the effects of lens distortion: they increasingly move to the right of
the target position as they approach the fie ld boundary. But, unlike Fig. 6, the sources and
drains were not fabricated with the same exposure tool used for the gates and are correctly
placed in their target location. They are therefore asymmetrically placed on the gates. As a
result, the gain of the transisrors changes abruptly as we cross the field boundary. The qualitycontrol inspector will see the boundary and he will probably reject the display.

Exposure Intensity

100%
Field A
Gates Correctly Placed
Sources and Drains Correctly Placed

Field B
Gates Correctly Placed
Sou rces and Drains Misplaced (Misa lignment)

Fig. 8: (a) The conventional procedure,
which was also illustrated in Fig. 5. Above
the transistors, one can see a plot of exposure
intensity vs. position for each field. The
exposure is nominally 100% everywhere, and
the fields do not overlap. (b) The novel
graded-exposure solution. The exposure
intensity remains at 100% over the cemra /
ponion of the field, bur it diminishes linearly
toward th e periphery, reaching zero at the
field edge. The exposure gradient at the edge
of Field A overlaps the exposure gradie111 ar
the edge of Field B. As a result of this
graded exposure, the features make a gradual
transition from their characteristic position
at th e interior of Field A to their characteristic position at the interior of Field B.
Because the gain changes gradually across
the soft field boundary, the panel is good.
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Fig. 9: Graded exposure slightly degrades
th e resist profile, but this would not affect the
source-drain structures made by etching
through the resist. The only effect is a gradual transition in the position of successive
physical features.
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respect to the feature on both extreme of the
tran ition region.
The blurring has only a minor effect on the
resist shape (Fig. 9). The figure show the
resist profile arising from the different exposure condition . Although the resist shape i
degraded for the 50-50 expo ure. the degradation would not affect the source-drain truelures made by etching through the re ist. The
only effect i a gradual tran ition in the position of succe ive physical features.

Please send ne11· producr releases or
nell's irems ro Joan Gorman, Deparrmelrrs Ediror, lnformarion DisplaY. c/o
Palisades lnsrirure for Research
Services, Inc. , 201 Varick Srreer, Nell'
York, NY 10014.

Please send nell' conrriburions or note1\'0rlh.'· nell's irems ro Aris Sil:ars.
Conrriburing Ediror, Informarion
Display. c/o Palisades lnsrirure for
Research Sen•ices, Inc .. 201 Varick
S11·eer. Ne11 · York. NY 10014.

Creating a Graded Exposure
There are everal way to take an inten ity
expo ure linearly 10 zero at the edge of the
field. One way is to introduce a graded filter.
Another is to build a graded filter into the reticle by depo iting a layer of chrome with graded
thickne s around it periphery. Yet another
po ibility would be 10 introduce ··out-offocus'' blinds in the projection equipment 2
There i only one main di advantage 10
using graded exposure : reduced throughput.
In the conventional procedure. the six fields
illustrated in Fig. 2 abut each other. In the
graded-expo ·ure procedure. the six field;
overlap at their edges. so they co era somewhat smaller area.
How severe is the reduction of the area
caused by graded expo ure ·? Another way 10
ask that question i thi : How wide a transition region do we need to ensure that the
entire display looks continuous to the human
eye? To the best of our knowledge. the experiment that would answer that question have
not yet been done. But we believe that manufacturers of step-and-repeat projection equipment for AMLCD display will soon have the
answer and that they will soon view graded
exposure as an essential technique for remaining competitive in the marketplace.

Notes
1

Mi alignment and len distortion can move the
source and drain vertically as well as horizontally with re pect to the gate. but we have
ignored the e vertical mi. alignment because
they have no implications for the performance of
the transistors or the appearance of the display.
1
See J. P. Rominger, "Seamle s Stitching for
Large-Area Integrated-Circuit Manufacturing,'' SPIE 922, Optical/Laser Microlirhography, 188 ( 1988) . •
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Since Brewer Science
began developing color
resins over 13 years ago,
a unique dyed polymer
technology has evolved.
We think you'll see our
point upon reviewing the
benefits of dyed vs.
pigmented color filtersSuperior Quality &
Rexlbility.

AFEW

PIINTERS

8 years experience
manufactu ring
patterned color filter
glass; 2 years in-house

Greater Aexibility
Color filter plates made
to customer
specifications

New in '95
Contrast
3-5 times better than
pigmented color filters

ABOUT
OPTICAL

Color Uniformity
>1% uniformity across

color filter plate. No
striations or "halo"
effects due to
suspended particles

Range of Color
Choice
Whether your
application is for STN,
TFT or EL FPDs or
imaging sensors, PiC
provides broad
choices in color
selection

MATERIALS

Expansion completed for
• Increased capacityfrom 400 to 4000
sheets per month
• Larger substratesup to 450x500mm

~ OrGAN CIB'I:AL
• SUN EVER Alignment
Polyimides
• Inorganic Hard Coat
Resins
• Positive Photo
Polyimides

OPTICAL MATBUALS
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The Sun Shines on DMTC '95
An exciting industry plans its future in the
fa ce of waning U.S. Congressional support.

by Ken Werner

T
E SECOND Display Manufacturing Technology Conference (DMTC '95). held in
Santa Clara. California. from January 3 1 to
February 2. 1995. began a watery sunshine
ended a tring of 27 rainy days. one day shy
of a Silicon Valley record . That watery sunshi ne was ymbolic becau ·e thi conference
wa marked by growth, energy. and anxiety.
The growth was ob ious. Registered attendees for the technical conference grew 26o/c
from last year to 480. A total of 875 people
attended the conference. the exhibit . and
related activities. up from 500 last year. Fiftytwo mo tl y happy exhibitors held forth on the
show floor- the first time fom1al exhibit
acco mpanied a DMTC.
The energy was obvious as well - in the
technical se ions. in the hallway . in the
deal-making, and in the press conference . At
one press conference. the Society for Information Di splay (SID), the United States Di play
Consorti um (USDC). and Semiconductor
Equipment and Material International
(SEMI) announced that next year DMTC
would be incorporated within Display Work
96, a large r conference. jointly sponsored by
the three organizations. that will be held
February 6- . 1996. at the San Jose Convention Center.
The anxiety was the result of cro s-continental emanations from Washington. D.C ..
where Congressional budget-cutters were targeting ome of the program · that had already
begun to revitalize flat-panel-display (FPD)
manufacturing in North America.

Ken Wern er is editor of Informati on Di play
Magazine.
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The Small Shall Inherit the Earth
In a Iiveting keynote addre s. Wyckham D.
Seelig (Global Manufacturing Planning Vice
President. AT&T Global Manufacturing and
Engineering. Berkeley Height . New Jersey)
told the occupants of a crowded ballroom at

the Santa Clara Convention Center that most
of what they believe about the future of display manufacturing is wrong- and the audience loved it.
Although state-of-the-art LCD fac tories
now cost half a billion dollar . Seelig pre-

V~ratec

Thin Films

Viratec's nell' CaRT process fo r applying conductil·e anti-reflectil•e comings directly omo the
CRT face is implememed H'ith the only /arge- capacir.~· in-line CRT coating machine of its kind in
the world. It can accommodme tube s i~es up to 35 in. on the diagonal.

Veeco Sloan Technology

Veeco Sloan Technolog_1· demonstrated its 3- D rendering package that a/lOll'S most srylus-based
su1jace profilers ro produce. for the first time. full -color three-dimensional images of sw jace
features . This is the swface of a co/or filter.

dieted that the ize and cost of an economical
LCD pl ant would become much smaller over
the next 15 years - as they will for manu facturing pl ants generally. The reason, eelig
beli eves . is that informati on technology and
hi gh-speed multimedi a communi cations will
drastically reduce the two fixed -co t components a oc iated with starting a manufac turing
operation.
The two fixed-cost components, aid
Seeli g, are knowledge costs and fac ility costs
-with the co t of knowledge and experti se
being greater than the cost of brick and mortar. By the year 20 I0. it should be po ible to
clone the know ledge part of the fi xed-cost
structure, es enti all y for free. The remainin g
necessary in vestments will be relati vely shortli ved educational experi ence - probably di ranee learning to educate and train the workfo rce. Human relations specialists. technology speciali ts. and acco unti ng peciali ·t
"will be able to ·appear' at the new ly cloned
fac ility in a vi rtual-reality fo rm which i
nearl y indi stingui hable from the real thing...
Faci lity costs wo uld be min imized by a
growing ability to ''plug together.. indi vidual
capabilities. This would permit us to va riabi li ze capital costs- right down to zero. if nece sary. The idea is an extension of cont ract
electronics manufac turing - an indu try that

has grown from virtually nothing to more than
20 billion over the Ia ·t I0 years. "The
notion... says Seeli g. "is simple: rather than
in ve ting yo ur a sets in physical faciliti es. and
then having to worry about keeping them producti vely employed. why not share these
assets with lots of other companie and let
omeone else worry about utili zation. The
trend is to reduce econom ic break-evens to the
point that it is no longer nece sary to spend
tens. hundred . or even thou ands of millions
of dollar to get into manufac turing:·
Seelig was peaking to an audience of people whose futures may depend on establi shing
fl at-panel-manu fac turing fac iliti es inexpensively. so it hould come as no urprise that
hi s mes age brought down the hou e.

The Big Picture
DMTC's fir t technical e ion. "Retrospect
and ision of Displ ay Manu fac turing...
opened with an invited addre by the di tingui shed Shinji Morozumi of Ho iden. Kobe.
Japan. Morozumi began by thanking the
many well-wishers who had ex pressed their
concern fo llowing the Kobe earthquake: Hos ide n's suppli ers. who had worked hard to help
the company get back into production quickl y:
and the company's customers fo r their understanding. Hosiden' fac tory is located I0

mile from the fa ult line. and the damage was
not cata trophic. The company expected to be
back to 50% production during the fi r t week
of February and to full production a couple of
weeks Iater.
In the main part of hi s talk. "The Present
and Future of AMLCD Production,..
Morozumi foc u ed on the evolution of
AMLCD-manu fac turing technology and it
busine con equence . Low-volume firstgeneration production of AMLCDs uitable
for laptop computers began in 1988. About
1990. the plate size was enlarged. which
allowed two I0- in . panels to be produced per
substrate. But even when proce sand de ign
improvements raised yield to between 50 and
70%, it was impossible to reach the price target of 500 . Second-generation factorie
began production in 1994. A pl ate ize of
about 370 x 470 mm yields fo ur 10-in.-cla
panel per plate, and cluster tools permit
increa ed robotic handling while using
50-70% le floo r space than the in-line tools
of fi r t-generation factori e . Throughput is
three to fo ur times greater, and production
yields in excess of 70% are expected.
Morozu mi expects the price of a I0-in . displ ay in OEM quanti ties to be $500 by the end
of 1996.
Third-generation production is expected to
begin about 1997 . probabl y with a plate size
of 550 x 650 mm . Thi will permit the producti on of four 15-in .. six 12-in., or nine lOin. displays per plate. and should bring the
price of a I0-in. di play under 400. In spite
of the advantage of polysilicon in reducing
dri ver co t . amorphous silicon should domi nate in the e sizes through the third generation.
Dan McGill pre ented "Fl at Panel Di play
Manu fac turing at Sharp Microelectronics
Technology, Inc ... The 156.000-ft. 2 facility in
Camas, Wa hington. receives bare panels
whose cell were fo rmed at Sharp's pl ant in
ara and whose TFT were fabricated at
Tenri . Cama complete the assembl y from
that poi nt. The facility's ucce s. said McGill.
depend on careful election and training of
empl oyee . scrupulou proce s and quality
manage ment. and employee empowerment which includes cro s-training. multi-taskin g,
team problem- olving, and employee input to
proce s design.
As an interesting historical note, Cama
wa ori ginall y a combined Sharp/RCA faci lInformation Display -1&5195 31
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ity.joining the company that invented the
LCD with the company that became its foremost developer. But when General Electric
purchased and then liquidated RCA, Sharp
bought out the GE interest.
In "Effects of Plant Scale on AMLCD
Amortization Costs," Charles McClaughlin of
O'Mara & Associates and Steven Jurichich
and colleagues from Stanford University
looked at the per-panel contribution of plant
amortization for first-. second-, and third-generation plants. Looking at the capacity and
investment data for AMLCD plants reported
in Nikkei Microdevices' annual publication,
Flat Panel Display, and figuring a 70% yield
in each case. the authors concluded that a
panel produced by a typical second-generation
plant wou ld have a selling price that is I00
less than that produced by a first-generation
plant, all other factors being equal. Intere tingly, the au thors projected that a third-generation plant producing six displays per plate
would be only marginally more economical ,
based on per-panel amortization, than a second-generation plant. To enjoy a benefit
equivalent to that of the second-generation
plant's benefit over a first-generation plant,
the third-generation plant would have to produce nine displays per substrate.

ground lines in a standard VGA cable to provide two-way communication between the
monitor and controller, and can implement
Intel's plug-and-play protocol. VESA's Flat
Panel Display Interface (FPDI) committee is
developing a standard for the logical, electrical , and physical interface between graphics
controllers and FPDs. The goal is to make
FPDs as interchangeable as CRT monitors are
today. In an interview with Information Display following his talk, Vouri expressed deep
interest in working with SID on this and other
programs, and noted that there was a substantial overlap in SID and VESA membership.
Another VESA project is the development of
the Enhanced Video Connector (EVC). With
the growing popularity of multimedia, the
back of a computer is often a rat's nest of
cables for audio input and output and video
input and output, and the monitor has become
the natural location for speakers and a video
camera. The EVC wou ld rep lace all of these
cables with an enlarged display cable. Laptop
docking stations would be obvious beneficiaries of such a standard .
The team of Rud y Mui (Photon Dynamics),
Renee Mello-Robinett (Wilson McHenry
Company), and David Mentley (Stanford
Resources) looked at the tradeoffs in factory -

te ting AMLCD between capital cost and
increased yield and quality. They concluded
that at a yie ld level of 65 % (without testing),
fully automated testing is the most economical
approach by a substantial margin. In response
to a question from Peter Brody, Mui said he
believed that automated testing would be
viab le up to about a 90% (untested) yield.
Dan Hawley and Jonathan Mayo (Brewer
Science) discussed the challenges of producing color filters (CFs) in a low-volume noncaptive production facility. Brewer has been
operating a pilot facility for 2 years, has
learned some lessons, and will have expanded
to a 4000-sheet-per-month plant by the time
you read this.
In a late-news paper, a team of authors
from the Phosphor Technology Center of
Excellence at Georgia Tech and SI Diamond
discussed the development of low-voltage
phosphors with longer lifetimes and lower
voltage thresholds. These phosphors can be
run at higher current densities. resulting in
displays with higher luminance and efficiency.
Tom Swirbel described Motorola's prototyping facility that achieves 5-day turn around,
from design through electrical test. of new TN
and STN displays. Developing the facility

The Technical Sessions
DMTC's technical papers covered CRT alignment, conductive adhes ive bonding, standards, and the manufacturing economies of
microenvironments. Here are a few examples.
In a standards overview session, SEMI's
Christine Dannels described her organizati on's
ex tensive manufacturing-industry standards
program, wh ich includes standards fo r sizes of
FPD substrates and specifications for FPD
glass substrate cassettes. Zenith's Bill Rowe
discus ed the different categories of the standards industry- national, military/governmental, and international -and the important
role SID's standards committees could play as
a coordinating body that prevents proliferation
and confusion. But this can only happen if the
companies that employ SID's members are
willing "to apply their resources to address
this challenge.'·
Scott Vouri . Chairman of the Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA), discussed the activi ties of VESA's Monitor Committee. The completed standard for the Display Data Channel (DOC) uses one of the
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Arconium

Arconiurn showed its PlasmArc line of indium tin oxide (ITO) materials, which are fabri cated
into products designed for physical vapor-deposition processes.

was difficult, but, ''once implemented, inhouse LCD prototyping has become a valuable tool to improve the product development
cycle.'·
In "Manufacturing Economics: Optimizing
the Layout of a Flat Panel Display Manufacturing Facility ... Abbie Gregg (AGI) discussed
the benefits of conceptual design. or "programming," as a ftrst step in optimizing the
layout and cost of a new or retrofitted facility.
Along the way. she commented that the use of
mini-environments within a Class 1000 room
can reduce initial co ts by 35 % compared to
constructing Cia s I0 clean room .

•..

The Exhibits
The 52 exhibitor occupying 63 booth at
DMTC ·95 included makers of manufacturing
equipment. instruments and te t equipment.
materials. and con ulting ervices. Most
exhibitors reported traffic that wa light to
moderate, but with a high quality of contacts
that made most of them happy. The few di satisfied exhibitors were balanced by those
who attracted a disproportionate amount of
traffic and co mplained about being too busy .
Here's a sampling of the exhibitors.
Tencor introduced it FP-20 Window based stylus profiler for sub trates up to 650 x
650 mm. It u es an exceptionally low stylus
force- a little as 0.05 mg- and will not damage even the softest surface . Tencor a! o
introduced it FLX-2350FP thin-film stressmeasurement sys tem for samples up to 500 x
500 mm- unu uall y large, say Tencor.
EG&G Gamma Scientifi c showed their
RadOMA anti-reflection-coating mea urement system for QA and production environments. and their luminance and color-measurement system. which i suitable for FPDs.
The system is the most accurate available,
says the company. and it' 1ST traceable.
Microchemistry, Ltd., and its U.S. rep
Advanced Thin Films were introducing a
new-generation machine for atomic-layer epitaxy (ALE) - it unique technology for largearea thin-film manufacturing. ALE reactors
are now available for substrates as large as 14
x 16 in. AIRCO was showing its C-MAG®
PLUS cylindrical sputtering ystem for thinfilm coatings. The cylindrical ystem permits
high target utilization and les down-time for
target changes. says AJRCO.
Hornell Automation of Sweden wa howing production equipment for LCD cell

Progressive System Technologies

Progressive System Technologies exhibited a system in which FPDs are housed and transported between manufacturing tools in cassettes the company calls Kpods. It is more economical to maintain very clean conditions within the mini-environment of the Kpod than to maintain
an entire room at Class 1 or Class 10 standards.
a sembl y. The company touts its modular
equipment that combines high quality and a
reasonable price. Hornell is optimi tic about

the U.S. market and will bee tablishing a
U.S. organization. Fairchild Convac showed
a modular minimum-footprint high-throughlnformmio n Display 4&5/95 33
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put system that coats. develops . etches. and/or
cleans. The system can perform one or any
combination of the e steps.
Quantum Data introduced its 250-MHz
PC-based 801GF-ISA video test generator

with Window TM interface. and the 150-MHz
80 1GC-ISA. TEA I Systems reported lot of
interest in a digital generator well-suited to
driving FPD . TEAM' George Stoeppel said
uch a generator wou ld provide 8 bits each for

Graseby Optromcs

Graseby Optronics introduced its SLS 9400 hand-held CRT colorimeter at DMTC '95. The
company says the 9400 puts laboratory-grade precision in an affordable ( 4995) hand-held
unit.
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RGB. with each channel controlled independently. a dot clock that can run up to 120
MHz. and an adjustable delay of -+-32 ns
between the clock and data. Not too surprisingly. TEAM has a new generator that fits this
de cription: the Astro VG-825.
Photo Research howed their PR-940G
stereoscopic dual-camera imaging sy tem for
automatic geometry adjustments of C RT monitors. The monitor being adju ted doe not
require critical positioning: ± 15° and± 15 em
(z-axis) will do just fine. Cycle rest time i
0 .2 . and up to 32 conu·ols can be adju. red
imultaneous ly. Final value of the adjustment can be written back to the monitor's
EEPROM to become the default for the unit.
Minolta introduced its CC-200 on-line convergence instrum ent. which moves the imultaneou RGB mea ·uremenrs of the CC-I 00 to
a production system.
ELDIM (France) introduced a non-mechanical system for measuring contrast and colorimetry of LCDs 1•s. viewing angle. The system, conu·olled with Windows 1M-based software. uses a CCD ensor. but "the optics are
the most important parr:· A contra t map can
be generated in less than 5 . a capabi lity that
ELDlM's ale director took obvious delight
in demonstrating. n & k Tech nology introduced a proprietary y rem that does complete
optica l characterization of thin films. such as
ITO and amorphous silicon . on either transparent or opaque substrates, replacing three
traditional instruments. The sys tem won a
1994 R&D I 00 award from R&D Magcdne.
TNP howed its laser-repair sy tem for
color filters. It can trim the high spots by 1f.tm thickne sat a time. and can accommodate
20 x 20-in. ub trates. (Why a 20 x 20 system
was named the Model 2424-L was th e topic of
some good-natured conversation.) Arcon ium
displayed their PVD materials for optical
coating. including ITO sputter targets engineered fo r "high ly stable. reproducible. longlife pe1formance in FPD coaters."
Lucas Signatone demonstrated an 8-in .
high- peed automatic bon finder and laserrepair station for FPDs. At under 300.000,
the system is said to fill the niche between
manual systems and S500.000 fully automated
non-contact systems.
Microphase was demonstrating it abilities
to make 24-in.- q. masks with 2-fl m geometrie for contact. proximity. and projection
printing wit hout stepping for FPD photo-

lithograph y. Telic was showing their chrome
mask blanks, and introducing the abil ity to go
to 24 x 24 in . (These are the blanks
Microphase had used for their large masks.)
Telic also introduced their fringeless resist
coating with a uniformity of ±500 A on a
I 0,000-A coating.
XMR introduced their Model 5300 200-W
308-nm excimer laser and the ELA 9100
excimer-laser annea ling tool for manufacturing pol ycrystalline-silicon layers for FPDs.
Delatech was presenting information on its
exhaust-gas scrubbing equipment for FPD
manufacturers. The company claims the highest crubbing efficiency and lowest overall
cost of ownership. Customers include Intel
and Motorola.
Brooks Automation was di scussing its
Hercules series of third-generation cluster
tools for FPD manufacturing. The systemthe only one of its kind currently available- is
going into the world's first third-generation FP
production facility in Japan. Terapixel (Finland), maker of large-area photomasks, was
exhibiting for the first time in the U.S .. and
President Arto Salin was very happy with the
results. Main applications for their ma ks are
FPDs and CRT shadow masks.
Leybold introduced its new SSP600 static
sputtering tool , and identified itself a the
European and U.S. market leader for display
sp uttering applications. SSI was promoting
its APEX FPD-500 large-substrate photoprocessing system. The company's second order
was from Xerox.
MRS was presenting information on its
5200 series Panel Printers™ featurin g the new
high-resolution lens and second-generation
graphical-interface program . The system can
handle substrates up to 500 x 500 mm with a
resol uti on of 2.5 iJm. Semitool introduced its
new Centurium, a fully automated batch-processing system u ed for wet etching, photoresist stripping, photoresist developing, and
plate cleaning.
In its booth and in a technical session. Display Inspection Systems described its proprietary technology - black-beam interferometry
- for rapid submicron testing of polished surfaces. The technology was developed with
support from USDC. Florod introduced a
laser frit-sealing system and its Random
Access Multi-Probe (RAMP) testing system
that simultaneously probes 96 points for electrical testing on ITO panels.

Graseby Optronics introduced its
SLS9400 hand-held colorimeter with four
proprietary detector/filter co mbinati ons.
Veeco Sloan Technology introduced a 3-D
modeling package th at works with most FPD
surface profi lers.
SensArray showed its sub trate embedded
with an an ay of thermocouples for process
control and improvement. along with data
acquisition and analysis software. The software i ava ilable in a WindowsTM _compatible
version written on a Lab View base and in a
Mac vers ion. Tamarack introduced a scanning projection lithography sys tem it
described as a "totall y new technological
alternati ve to stepper and proximity printing.
It is faster and lower in cost than stepper ,
with no stitchin g. The yields are much higher
than proximity printing: ·
MRC presented information on production
sputtering for ITO, metals. and Si ,. The

co mpany has recently expanded its development-level system to fu ll-scale producti on.
MDC showed its wide range of mechanical
vacuum components that attach to a vacuu m
chamber.
Steag presented information on its fu ll
lithography system- including a capi ll ary
coating system. spin developers. etchers.
cleaners. and stripper -and its GenOS optical system for transparent thin-film thi ckness
measurements.
Holtronic Technologies introduced its
HMA400 large-fie ld lithography exposure
tools . The tools use a holographic technique
th at allows 0.5-j.!m features to be printed over
a 21 -in.-diagonal field in a sing le exposure.
Technology development was supponed by
the European Community's Esprit program for
supponing tech no logy development. •
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Products on Display at SID '95
Some of the products on display at SID's
largest exhibition ever are previewed.
by THE EDITORIAL STAFF

L

E SID '95 INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM,

will be held at the
Walt Disney World Dolphin just outside
Orlando, Florida, the week of May 21. For 3
days, May 23-25, leading manufacturers will
SEMINAR, AND EXHIBITION

present the latest displays, display components, and display systems. To give you a
preview of the show, we invited the exhibitors
to highlight their offerings. The following is
based on their responses.

ACCUDYNE CORP.
Palm Bay, FL 407/724-6500
Booths 209/308

ADVANCED DISPLAY SYSTEMS, INC.
Richardson, TX 214/644-7796
Booth 507

Substrate cleaning machine

High-speed reflective display

Accudyne will display their new substrate cleaning
machine that was developed under the Spacer
Applicator project sponsored by the United States
Display Consortium (USDC). The cleaning
machine can clean up to 500 x 600-mm substrates.
This special machine features a megasonic cleaning
head, plus surfactant and DI water dispense functions. The user-friendly PC touch-screen computer
interface allows for complete flexibility as a modular stand-alone or fully automated system.

Advanced Display Systems (ADS) will introduce at
SID '95 a revolutionary reflective display exhibiting
high-speed zero-field multistability. The new multistable liquid-crystal display (MLCD) technology
achieves these features for the first time without the
use of polymer gels. With high speeds, this technology promises to capture a significant share of the
notebook-display market. Recent developments
include response times of less than 2 ms and contrast ratios over 40: I. In addition to long-term
memory, no backlight or polarizers are required.
Long-term memory enables high resolutions to be
achieved that are unmatched by existing STN and
TFT technologies. Color displays are planned.
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ALLIEDSIGNAL, INC., MICROOPTIC DEVICES
Santa Clara, CA 408/565 -0242
Booth 313

LCD viewing-angle enhancement system
MicroOptic Devices, a new venture of AlliedSignal,
Inc., announces a new line of polymeric films which
improve color and gray-scale performance of viewing angle for both active and passive LCDs. This
breakthrough technology allows LCD devices to
closely mimic, or even surpass, CRT performance.
The system consists of an efficient, thin collimating
backlight and a new diffusing screen incorporating
a black matrix for high-ambient viewability. By
taking advantage of the ability to control the output
brightness distribution, system power consumption
can be reduced. Also, modified STN- and TFTLCD products in sizes up to 10.4 in. on the diagonal
will be on display.

Circle no. 3

AMUNEAL MANUFACTURING CORP.
Philadelphia, PA 215/535-3000
Booth 631

VDT shielding enclosure
To protect against jitter, loss of color integrity, and
distortion in video-display images due to magnetic
interference, Amuneal is offering a new video-display-terminal (VDT) shielding enclosure fabricated
in a sloped design to aesthetically conform to the
shape of any monitor. The shield is guaranteed to
restore color integrity and eliminate such problems
as distortion, jitter, and waviness caused by strong
magnetic fie lds generated by ac or de sources.
After fabrication and hydrogen annealing to maximize shielding effectiveness, the VDT is painted to
match monitor or office decor, and will install in
minutes over the existing terminal without tools.

CELCO
Upland, CA 714/985-9868
Booths 3311333

Circle no. 4

CLINTON ELECTRONICS CORP.
Rockford, IL 815/633-1444
Booths I 13/212

Digital color film recorder

Monochrome monitors and CRTs

CELCO will display the eXtremefx MPR digital
color film recorder, which features fast recording
speed, ultra-high resolution, and wide dynamic
exposure range, providing the required performance
for state-of-the-art special effects sequences and
computer-animated motion pictures. The eXtreme
fx8 and eXtremefxl6 models address the requirements of the professional photo lab. Interfaced with
most popular computers/workstations, including
SGI, SUN, MAC, and PCs, the CELCO digital
color film recorders will image onto any format
from 16 mm up to 8 x 10 in.

Clinton Electronics will feature second-generation
microprocessor-controlled monochrome displays
with new on-screen user controls and MS-Windows-based user controls for complete integration
into an OEM's video graphics driver. Clinton's family of high-resolution multi-frequency displays
cover pixel formats from 768 to 1600 lines with
either analog or 4-bit ECL input formats. New features include "NUTEK" compliance for energy conservation which makes these units even more green
than "Energy Star." CRTs, part of Clinton's full
line, will be on display, with new coatings and
added value capabilities for integrated tube and
yoke, plus contract assembly of display products.

BREWER SCIENCE, INC.
Rolla, MO 314/364-0300
Booths 132/134

Color-filter panels
Brewer Science has made substantial investments in
clean-room expansion and equipment purchases for
their color-filter-panel fab operation to increase
capacity to 4000 sheets of glass per month. When
complete, the fab will have two photo towers and be
capable of processing glass sizes ranging from 300
x 300 mm up to 450 x 500 mm. The Optical Materials Division began producing patterned color-filter
glass commercially for LC and EL displays in 1993.
Brewer Science will be displaying 355 x 405-mm
color-filter sheets with a 9-up panel design. These
125 x 125-mm panels will feature 100-J.lm red,
green, and blue stripe patterns.

Circle no. 5
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CTX OPTO-ELECTRONICS CORP.
Hsinchu, Taiwan 886-35-772000
Booth 206

BRITEVIEW TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Holland, OH 419/868-7290
Booth 645

New-generation LCDs

Flat-panel illumination system
Brite View Technologies will feature a thin , flexibl e,
and energy-efficient flat-panel illumination system.
This novel lighting system can be made transparent
so that it is suitable for frontlighting reflective-type
LCDs. When used as a transparent backlighting
system, an LCD module can use ambient light for
enhanced illumination and become suitable for outdoor, all-weather applications. It can also make an
LCD-module system suitable for direct view as well
as projector applications.

Circle no. 6

Circle no. 7

Please send new product releases or
news items to Joan Gorman, Departments Editor, Information Display, c/o
Palisades Institut e for Research
Services, Inc., 201 Varick Street, New
York, NY 10014.

CTX Opto-Electronics will display their Panoview
series of LCDs combining state-of-the-art technology with advanced ergonomics. These LCDs feature sharp images in brilliant color from screens
that are easy on the eyes and offer reduced glare,
reduced reflection, and negligible radiation. Sleek,
slim, and one-tenth the size and weight of conventional CRT monitors, these LCDs adapt easily to
any environment- desk mount or industrial FPD
use - and offer direct RGB input, low power consumption , touch-screen interface, and nine different
designs to choose from.
Information Display 4&5195
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Please send new contributions or noteworthy news items to Aris Silzars,
Contributing Editor, Information
Display, c/o Palisades Institute for
Research Services, Inc., 201 Varick
Street, New York, NY 10014.

DONNELLY APPLIED FILMS CORP.
Boulder, CO 303/530-1411
Booth 632

Transparent conductive coatings
Circle no. 11
Circle no. 9

DIMENSION TECHNOLOGIES , INC .
Rochester, NY 716/436-3530
Booth 605

Full-color autostereoscopic display
Dimension Technologies (DTI) will feature the
IIOOC Virtual WindowsTM, a portable, full-color,
autostereoscopic display which produces computergenerated or video images with depth. Since the
images are viewed without 3-D glasses, the user can
move about freely . An integrated head tracker
allows image rendering and/or camera movements
to be coupled to the user's head movements. A
wide range of computers and video cameras can be
used for input. Thi s display is ideal for many applications, including teleoperations, inspection, and
endoscopy .

Circle no. 10

DOLCH COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Milpitas, CA 408/957-6575
Booth 312

Stand-alone flat-panel displays
Dolch Computer Systems will feature DataView™
flat panels designed to display data in cramped or
rugged conditions where displays can be kept out of
the way while di splaying sharp, brilliant, activematrix colors. They are well-suited to serious scientific, medical , industrial , and military uses, where
instrument process control requires visual precision
and high resolution. With nothing added, the di splay
can be used as a normal analog VGA CRT monitor.
With the use of Dolch's proprietary plug-and-play
flat-panel video controllers, the DataView™ can be
remotely tethered to an industrial computer, and with
Dolch's line drivers, can be remoted up to !50 ft. It is
compliant with the most widely used PC/AT hardware, operating systems, and applications software.
Options for touch-screen program control , NTSC
input, and VCR/TV enhance the display for custom
applications. Sizes range from 8 to 14 in.

DISPLAY LAB ORA TORIES , INC.
Boulder, CO 303/938-9099
Booth 114
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ELDIM
Caen, France 33-31-94-76-00
Booth 305

LCD spatial colorimeter

Automatic alignment and inspection
Display Laboratories, Inc ., will feature the MIMiCAM™, a single-camera vision system that performs automatic alignment and inspection of CRT
monitors without operator intervention. The MIMiCAM system measures the geometry of images displayed on a monitor and aligns it to factory specifications. It features a simple menu-driven multiwindow interface providing the alignment process
with graphical, text, and video feedback. By referencing the known dimensions of a 3-D model of the
monitor, the video image is converted to a set of
flat-plane measurements by software exclusive to
MIMi CAM. This patented software produces the
highest level of accuracy in a "hands-free" production environment.

In addition to an extensive line of display-quality
indium tin oxide (ITO) coatings for the LCD industry, Donnelly Applied Films Corp. will introduce an
improved line of substrates suitable for color STN,
color EL, AMLCD, and FED product manufacturing. A wide range of transparent conductive thinfilm characteristics are available in a variety of substrate sizes and thicknesses. Color front-plate
black-matrix thin-film-coated substrates will also be
featured. These metal oxide/metal coatings are
durable, optically opaque thin film s that can easily
be patterned to produce an attractive color LCD.

Circle no. 12

ELDIM will introduce the EZColor colorimeter, a
fast and accurate system for colorimetric and photometric vs. viewing-angle characterization. The system allows testing in near real time in the lab or in
production , which is currently difficult with conventional mechanical instruments. Measurements
are realized from ±60° incident angle with 0-360°
azimuth in less than 20 s due to a unique conoscopic
technology (3 s for luminance). A cooled dedicated
CCD, coupled with three stable color glass filters,
allows high accuracy and repeatability. Results are
displayed in color plots , and in CIE numerical mod,
both for subjective and objective evaluation.
EZColor software provides the ability to develop
custom application s for raw data treatment and
remote control. Customer sample testing will be
available at SID '95.

FLO ROD
Gardena, CA 3 10/532-2700
Booth 230
Laser frit sealer

Circle no. 14

Florod will feature the Model LFS laser frit sealer
that provides a vacuum seal of FPD glass panels,
either at a selected spot or around the periphery of
the panel. This computer-controlled system
includes the laser, vacuu m/nitrogen oven, laser
stage, and Windows-based PC. The oven heats and
cools the substrates/frit material at a programmable
rate. The oven can be controlled within ±3°C. A
manual stage system transports the panels from the
manual load station. The stage transfers the panel
to a holder inside the oven. The panel remains
motion less while the laser fiber-optic beam maneuvers around the outside to track the frit-deposited
positions, completi ng the seal.

SID '96
Symposium, Seminar
and Exhibition
San Diego, California
San Diego Convention Center
May 12-17, 1996

under a variety of indoor ambient lighting conditions. External dimensions are 18.90 (H) x 15.75
(W) x 1.26 (D) in. thick .

ENDICOTI RESEARCH GROUP, INC.
Endicott, NY 607/754-9187
Booth 224
dc-ac inverters
Endicott Research Group (ERG) wi ll be exhibiting
advanced dc-ac inverters for powering cold-cathode
fluorescent tubes (CCFTs) used in flat-panel LCD
assemblies. Designed to be the most efficient and
best-matched inverters avai lable, ERG's E200II and
8m class inve1ters are tailored to the specifications
of individual flat-panel LCD assemblies to ens ure
complete system compatibility. ERG will also be
di splayin g its extensive capabilities for customdes igned power supplies that meet specific requirements for electrical specifications, packaging, and
other parameters. Other products on display will
include inverters for EL di spl ays and converters for
gas plasma and vacuum fluorescent displays.

Circle no. 17
Circle no. 16
GRASEBY OPTRONICS
Orlando, FL 407/282- 1408
Booth 2 18
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS
San Jose, CA 408/922-9000
Booth 309
21-in. full-color plasma display

Circle no. 15

Fujitsu Microelectronics will be exhibiting the
FPF21C8060UA-02, a 21-in. ac-memory plasma
display that provides over 260,000 colors with 64
levels of gray scale and a resolution of 640 x 480.
With an interface board, the di splay is capable of
accepti ng either digital RGB for VGA video or
NTSC video signals for standard TV transmissions.
The di splay features a viewing angle of more than
140° for off-ax is viewing without distortion. With
an average brightness of 180 cd/m 2 and a contrast
ratio of 60: I , the di spl ay provides a clear image

Hand-held CRT colorimeter
Graseby Optronics wi ll introduce the next generation in CRT colori meters. The SLS 9400 is the first
hand-held colorimeter to provide lab-grade accuracy and precision at an affordable price. Simple to
use and portable, its unique proprietary sensor
design closely mirrors the CIE tri-stimulus curves,
resulting in highly accurate color measurements.
Ergonomically designed to rest comfortably in one
hand, it operates from simple menu-driven commands. Measurements can be displayed in either
RGB bar-graph mode or CIE numerical mode on
the large backlit graphics display. Simple, precise,
portable, and affordable, the SLS 9400 puts laboratory quality in the palm of your hand.

Information Display 4&5195
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acti ve-matrix and DSTN displays for the computer
and entertainment markets.

Circle no. 20

HUGHES LEXINGTON, INC.
Lexington, KY 606/243-5500
Booths 328/330

Helmet-mounted CRT

Circle no. 18

Hughes Lexington will be displaying a new stateof-the-art helmet-mounted CRT. Its 18- mm screen
with a 22-mm O.D. has better performance than
many larger CRT versions , and it is significantl y
lower in weight and volume (the overall length is 86
mm and the weight is <55 g). The assembly incorporates a new Reynolds adapter with an EEPROM
ch ip to characterize the CRT for optimum performance. Two new deflection coil s were developed
by Syntronic Instruments to spec ifically match the
CRT to the driving circuits. Combined performance
has shown a center line width of <25 fJm (50%
peak) wi th 10,000 fL for symbology written at
( 15,000 in./s)/(38, I00 crn/s) and 240 Hz. The
adapter, combined wi th a newl y designed miniature
H.V. boot and EEPROM, not only all ows for rapid
change of assemb lies and fast optimum performance but also improves reliability.

HOLTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES, LTD.
London , England 4 1-38-33-68-00
Booth 340

Holographic mask aligner
Holtronic Technologies wi ll feature the HMA400
high-resoluti on exposure tool , which permits 0.5f.l m features to be printed over very large exposure
fields (up to 9 x II in.) without any stepping of the
substrate or mask. This capability is especially
attracti ve for manufacturing acti ve-matri x LCDs
and field-emission FPDs because it avoids the undesirable effects of field stitching associated wi th conventional lithographic systems. An interchangeable
chuck permits substrate sizes up to 370 x 470 mm
(suitab le for printing fo ur I 0.4- in. displays per substrate), and an ali gnment system provides ±0.5-f.!m
overlay.

HOSIDEN AMERICA CORPORATION
Schaumburg, lL 708/885-8870
Booth 706

Image Processing Systems (IPS) will feature ADIS
7200 computer-vision-based test and ali gnment systems that employ state-of-the-art computer-vision
technology to allow computer-monitor manufacturers to dramatically improve ali gnment specifications and increase throughput whi le reducing labor
costs. A wide variety of models are available for
engineering, quality control, and production-line
use, supporting both semi- and full y automatic
adj ustments. ADIS systems offer a comprehensive
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rMAGE SYSTEMS CORP.
Hopkins, MN 6 12/935 -1 171
Booth 427

High-performance monitors
Image Systems will feature the MAX series of hi ghbrightness high-pixel-count high-contrast monitors.
High-resolution multi-sweep (HRMS™) circuitry
dynamically adjusts to horizontal scan rates of
15.75- 170 kHz, displaying up to 5 million pi xels.
Also featured will be the new 2048 x 2560 grayscale high-brightness portrait and landscape di spl ays with a brightness capacity of up to ISO fL.
Image Syste ms' displ ays are used in a range of
applications including sc ientific, medical imaging,
air-traffic control, and transportation. Image Systems designs, develops, manufactures, and markets
high-resoluti on co lor and gray-scale monitors,
including custom monitors designed to meet OEM
specifications.

[MAGE PROCESS ING SYSTEMS, INC.
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada
416/492-4000
Booths 517/519

Test and alignment system

Hosiden will be exhibiting hi gh-resolution, wideviewing-angle, and low-power-consumption color

Circle no. 22

Circle no. 21

Circle no. 19

Color active-matrix and DSTN displays

series of moni tor test and alignment fu nctions,
including color measurements such as purity, convergence, and white balance, as well as geometry
measurements, including picture size, centering, and
edge geometry. Loaded with features such as digital color cameras with auto-focus, high-performance
scalable processing, and servo-based sensor positioning for automatic changeovers, AD IS systems
offer a combination of accuracy, speed, and reliability to make monitor alignment fast , accurate, and
fl awlessly consistent.

Circle no. 23

f'OR MANlli"A(:TURERS OF CRTs. TVs AND MONITORS

BOOST

Production Ouality
and Throughput
While Reducmg Costs

IN 10TEC GROUP, INC.
Simi Valley, CA 805/522-9040
Booth 509
In-line s putter ing system
lnnotec will introduce the lLS-28C. a new vertical
in-line sputtering system primarily de igned for the
manufacture of flat-panel displays. It can process
substrate areas up to 28 x 28 in . and includes feature such as ca sette-to-cassette robotic ub trate
load and unload, dual substrate pallet with a centrally located substrate heater for dual-sided depostion . buffer chambers to maximize substrate throughput and target utilization. and a pallet return sy tern
which allows through-the-wall installation. Proce s
chambers can be installed with options such as rf
and de cathode . rf etching, rf and de bia . and ionbeam c leaning.
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n today's globallycompetitive markets,
customers increasinglyinsist on higher quality
and lower prices. Our familyof automated
displayinspection and alignment systems
(ADIS) enables displayproduct manufacturers
to dramaticallyimprove alignment specifications
while increasing production throughput by
150%and reducing labour costs by70%or
more. Offering the world's best combination
of accuracy, speed, flexibility and reliability
in a single solution, ADIS delivers the specs
customers demand.
AD IS i200
Modular, Test &
Inspection Systems
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C ircle no. 24

Please send new contribwions or noteworthy news items to Aris Sil::,ars,
Contributing Editor, Information
Disp la y , c/o Palisades Institute for
Research Services, Inc., 201 Varick
Street, New York, NY 10014.

!NTERSERY CORP.
Bloomington. MN 6 12/888-9767
Booth 611

eatures such as high-performance
pipelined processors and digital,
auto-focus cameras are integrated into
a rugged, high-quality design that ensures
no downtime.

F

ADI 3200
mM PC Compatible

Test and Measurement
Kits

asilyconfigured to inspect and
align different display models, ADIS also
emplo) menu-driven software and selVadriven sensors to make auto-changeover
happen within seconds. And that's not all.
ADISsystems provide total quality verification
and factory-proven 100%return on investment
in 6to 12 months.

E

G lue-d ispensing system
lnterserv will introduce the latest addition to its
FPD manufacturing-equipment product line. The
GDX500 glue-dispensing system accurately dispenses continuous bead of adhesive in any pattern
over ubstrates up to 500 x 500 mm. Glue-bead
dimension range from eros sections as mall as
6000 J.lm 2 to 100.000 J.lm 1 or greater. Full-time
active Z-axis control and X- Y stages running in
constant velocity ensure bead consistency. Stages
float on frictionle s air bearings driven by a noncontact linear motor/encoder system and controlled
by a DSP-based eight-axis motion controller. The
system provides automatic pattern placement.

See Us at SID '95, Booths 517/519

Circle no. 93

--
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elliptical angu lar scattering responses up to 120°
wide. In LCD backlighting, HoloBriteTM smoothes
the spatial structure of the li ght source and provides
gain by concentrating Lambertian light input into a
narrower-angle non-Lambertian output. Other
appl ications include high-gain hi gh-resolution
HoloScreenTM projection screens, automoti ve lighting, and machine-vision illumination. Standard
products up to 7 x 9 in. are avail able, and custom
design s or larger sizes by special order.

Circle no. 25

Circle no. 28

IST (IMAGING & SENSING TECHNOLOGY)
Horseheads, NY 607/796-4350
Booth 420

KURDEX CORP.
Sunnyvale, CA 408/734-8 18 1
Booth 708

Miniature ruggedized CRTs
Imaging & Sensing Technology (IST) wi ll feature a
line of miniature ruggedized CRT assemblies for
application in military armored-veh icle displays .
These devices are specially designed to withstand
harsh envi ronments and offer superi or resolution,
brightness, and contrast. The CRT assemblies are
available in 1-, 1.3-, and 2-in. diameters and include
deflection yokes and in tegral magnetic shields.
They can be furni shed with various phosphors and
lead/connector configurations.

Circle no. 27

Please send new product releases or
news items to Joan Gorman, Departments Editor, Information Display, c/o
Palisades In stitute for R esearc h
Services, Inc., 201 Varick Street, New
York, NY 10014.

Box coater
Kurdex's BC-2 box coater is a batch sputteri ng system for coating large-area substrates for FPD applications. The system is fu ll y automatic, reliable,
precisely controlled, and user-frie ndly. BC-2 systems can be configured to have two or fo ur sputtering guns and can be used as a large-area batch evaporati on system.

KENT DISPLAY SYSTEMS
Farmington Hi lls, MI 8 10/476-4555
Booth 620
Electronic promotion display
Circle no. 26

KAISER OPTICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
Ann Arbor, Ml 3 13/665-8083
Booth 7 12
Holographic diffusers
Kaiser Optical Systems will feature HoloBrite™, a
new line of surface-relief holographic d iffusers,
repl icated in a variety of low-cost polymer-film
materials. The diffusers have high achromatic
transmission and can provide a variety of circular or
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Kent Display Systems (KDS) wi ll feature an electronic promotion display (EPD) connected with an
IR transmission system. These visually effective
displays are targeted at the retai l industry. As a
result of the IR transmission capabi lities, the EPD's
advertisi ng/promotional messages can be changed
instantaneously throughout the store. KDS's
advanced reflective polymer stabilized cholesteric
texture (PSCT) LCDs are the on ly commercially
available displays that offer all of the following features: low power (no backlighting), memory, hi gh
resolution/contrast, wide angle of view, excellent
sunlight readability, solid-state reliability, and
choice of colors.

-K,u"''

MOOEL BC-2

Circle no. 29

--- --------

KURDEX/CPA THTNFILM PRODUCTS
Sunnyvale, CA 4081734-8 18 1
Booth 708

In-line evaporation system
Kurdex's HE-I 00 is an in -line evaporation system
designed to address large-area FPD technologies
that require deposition by evaporation. The HE-I 00
can be configured to have multip le evaporati on
modu les to create sequential film s in full y isolated
modules, as well as programmable angle deposition.
It has provi sion for internal mask ali gners with ebeam or thermal single- or multi-source for sequential or co-deposition. The HE-100 is suitable for EL
and FED app lications.

Circle no. 30

MICROVISION
Los Gatos, CA 408/374-3158
Booths 202/204

CRT display analysis system
Microvision will demonstrate the fu ll y automat ic
ISO test capabi lity with the SS200 CRT di splay
analysis system, whi ch inc ludes a programmable
frame-rate area array CCD camera, integrated programmable pattern generator, four-axis positioner,
custom-designed application software, and a
graph ic user interface under mouse control. This
fast, accurate system will perform tests in a fraction
of the time it now takes.
Circle no. 31

MTL SYSTEMS, INC.
Dayton, OH 513/426-3111
Booth 200

Display-evaluation system
MTL Systems wi ll demonstrate its patented comprehensive di splay-evaluation system (CODES).

TEAM Systems PC-Based Programmable Video Generators,
right ON TARGET when it comes to price and petformance.
Pixel frequencies up to 220 MHz, a vety easy to operate WINDOWS
interface, full control of R-G-B & H- VSync. outputs and full pattern
programming. On target for Service, Maintenance, Engineering
and Computer Controlled Manufacturing of Display Systems

call:

1-800-338-1981

See Us at SID '95, Booths 633/635

2934 Corvin Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051
Circle no. 94
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CODES is unique in that the display-testing technique defies trad itional automatic testing techniques
- the source of the test patterns is not physically
connected to the device used to test the disp lay.
CODES technology provides a means to quickly (i n
less than 60s) evaluate any light-emitting display
while it is in its operational environment. The fundamental problem with di spl ays is "graceful degradation." CODES allows the operator to detect
degradati on of the display from an established performance spec ification. It tests the display's brightness, contrast, resolution, gamma, and chromaticity.

terns. A 4.2-pixel cooled CCD camera, patented
N-AliasingTM technology , data-export capability,
optional full- contact probing capabi lity, and 4-in.
line cassette-to-cassette operation make it the most
sensiti ve and highest throughput soluti on for production testing of next-generation XGA cells and
modules. Its graphical user interface, touch-screen
monitor, and defect classification, reporting, and
binning make it the easiest inspection system to program, edi t, and use for both novice and expert operators. Currently, over 220,000 10-in.-equi valent
TFf panels per month worldwide are tested on FIS
systems.

Circle no. 33

NECCORP.
Tokyo, Japan 8 1-3798-9575
Booths 3 16/318
TFT-AMLCD
NEC will fea ture the NLI 0276AC24-0 I, a 12.1 -in.
color thin-film-transistor active-matrix liqu id-crystal di sp lay (TFf-AMLC D) with a 3 1-cm screen
di agonal and a total display area of 245.76 x 184.32
mm. The NLI0276AC24-0I TFf-AMLCD is capable of di splay ing 4096 colors and is ideal for use in
e ngineering workstations.
Circle no. 32

Circle no. 35
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR
Santa Clara, CA 408/72 1-6424
Booths 2 13/215

PHOTONICS SYSTEMS
Northwood, OH 4 19/666-6325
Booth 101

CRT driver/LCD interface components
National Semiconductor will feature the LM2406 ,
the industry's ftrst monolithic triple-channel CRT
driver for computer-monitor applications. It is a 9ns RGB driver for pixel clock freq uencies to 80
MHz. When combined with the LM 1203 or
LM 1205 preamplifier, it provides a complete video
channel solution for SVGA (800 x 600) and XGA
( I024 x 768) applications. Also featured wi ll be
National's host-LCD panel interface components
(photo) that make it easier to connect LCD panels to
powerful graphics accelerators. By using LVDS
and PLL technology , they significantly reduce EMI
and reduce the number of signal s necessary to drive
flat panels. Six-bit gray-scale (DS90C561/2) and 8bit gray-scale (DS90C581/2) samples wi ll be avai lable by the end of May.
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AC-PDP monitor

Circle no. 34

PHOTON DYNAMICS
Milpitas, CA 408/433-3922
Booths 526/528/530
Flat-panel inspection system
Photon Dynamics wi ll display the FIS-300, the latest product in its family of flat-panel in spection sys-

Photonics wi ll feature their 30-in. pre-productionmodel AC-PDP monitor with I 024 x 768 full-color
pixels on a display area of 24 x 18 in. This FPD has
the largest number of full-color pixels of any e mi ssive FPD made to date. The average area luminance is more than 30 fL, with a palette of 16 million colors per pixel. The unit employs new driver
ICs in a chip-on-flex arrangement to allow more
compact packaging, and is the fi rst in a new line of
8-bit full-co lor AC- PDPs that include a 2 1-in. 1280
x 1024 engineering workstation video monitor to be
introduced in the second half of 1995.

Circle no. 36

PHYSICAL OPTICS CORP.
Torrance, CA 3 10/320-3088
Booth 233

Light-shaping diffusers
Physical Optics Corp. (POC) manufactures surfacerelief holographic light-shaping diffusers (LSDs)
fo r both edge-illuminated and serpentine fluorescent
as well as LED and LCD backl ights. POC also
manufactures high-resolution high-gain transmi ssion and reflection screens for projection TV and
LCD syste ms. POC designs and customizes LSD
elements for line homogeni zation in barcode readers
and machine-vision, projector-beam homogenization, and round-to-rectangular beam-shape converters. LSDs are inexpensively mass-produced in a
variety of thermopl astics, including acrylic and
polycarbonate, in both rigid and fl ex ible fi lm formats .

TEAM Systems ASTRO VG-800 Series of Programmable Video Generators,
right ON TARGET with performance, reliability and ease of operation.
Pixel frequencies up to 440 MHz with full 256 Level Gray Scale
compatibility, Fully Interchangeable Program Storage Devices and
a full3-Year warranty. On target for Engineering, Manufacturing
and Servicing of Display Systems.

call: 1-800-338-1981
Circle no. 37

See Us at SID '95, Booths 633/635

2934 Corvin Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051
C ircle no. 95
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PLASMACO, INC.
Highland, NY 9 14/883-6800
Booth 107

ronme nt with an integrated HEPA filter air supply.
The system can be interfaced to process tools, cassettes, and pod mini-environ ments.
Circle no. 39

Full-color ac plasma display
Plasmaco will present its 21-in.-di agonal fu ll-color
plasma display, whi ch provides a clear, bright
image and a full range of 16.7 million colors (256
gray shades per primary color). The VGA display
has a 640 x 480 resolution with a 0.66-mm dot
pitch. Incorporating state-of-the-art co lor ac plasma
technology, the display provides a flicker-free
image wi th a 160° viewing angle - the widest of
any FPD technology - which means no loss of co lor
or image qual ity regard less of the viewer's position.
Full-motion full-screen video applications are ideal
for thi s display due to its hi gh resolution, wide co lor
range, and rapid update speed. Incorporating a
view ing area equiva lent to that of a 23-in. CRT into
a package less than 2 in. thick, the disp lay will
enable users to recover several square feet of valuable desk space. It is also suitable for wall mountin g
and overhead di sp lays.

SEKISUl CHEMICAL CO.
San Jose, CA 408/257-6686
Booth 106
Micropearls

PROGRESSIVE SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES
Au stin , TX 512/385-8191
Booths 137/236
Material handler
Progress ive System Technologies will display thei r
material handling soluti on system that provides
integral cassette/partic le-free pods (KPodTM), automated docking uni ts (ADUsTM) , C lass I mini-env ironments (Fed. Std. 209E), programmable automated substrate sorters (PASS), and WIP carts for
inter/intra-bay transport systems. Thi s solution provides cost-effecti ve, clean, safe, and re liable handling of large-area substrates.

Sekisui Chem ical will feature uniform ball-shaped
fine partic les, referred to as micropearls, which are
uni versally used in the prod uction of LCDs. These
uniform spheres, also ava il able dyed bl ack , are precise in size and have excellent heat/cold resistance,
chemical resistance, and electrical in sulation. When
coated with gold or sil ver, they have excellent conductivity, and their elasticity is well-suited to finepitch electrode coupling in products such as cog,
ani sotropic conductive fi lm, and ink.

Circle no. 42

SEMTTOOL
Kali spell, MT 4061752-2107
Booths 425/524
FPD processing system

Circle no. 38

PRI AUTOMATION , INC.
Bill erica, MA 508/670-4270
Booths 604/606

Circle no. 40

FPD substrate loading system

SAN RITZ CORP.
San Jose, CA 408/257-6686
Booth 108

PRJ will introduce its new FPD substrate load ing
system that is capable of handling 550 x 650-mm
substrates in a horizontal or vertical orientat ion with
360° of rotation. The heart of the system is PRJ's
Class- 1-rated 360° machine load ing robot (MLR),
which can support loads up to 25 lb. The 360 MLR
has a 48-in .-diameter reach with 20 in. of Z travel.
The 360 MLR is enc losed in a Class I mini-envi-
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Polarizers
Sanritz wi ll di splay the ir fu ll line of hi gh-q uality
linear, colored, infrared , and circ ul ar polarizers.
Their hi gh-d urability polarizer features hi gh optical
performance.
Circle no. 41

Semitool will introduce Centurium, their latest FPD
processing syste m, which provides fu ll y automated
plate transfer and handling, includin g interface
capability with MGV , AGV , and conveyer handling
systems. Centurium's mod ul ar design all ows for the
integrat ion of ac id, caustic, and solvent processes in
a single automated platform , thus optimi zing
throughput, process cleanliness, space effi ciency,
and cap ital productivity. Single- and multiplechamber versions are ava ilab le to support prototype
and/or production applications.
Circle no. 43

STANFORD RESOURCES , INC.
San Jose, CA 408/448-4440
Booth 60 1
Electronic display reports and studies
Stanford Resources prod uces custom and multiclient studies that address electronic di splay tech-

nologies and markets, with strong spec ialization in
CRT display monitors and fl at information di spl ays .
The firm will be offering its monthl y peri odical,
Electronic Display World, and the quarterly Mon.itrak®, Wo rkstation Monitrak®, Display Price
Trends, and Comtrak"M reports, which analyze the
U. S. market for di splay monitors and portable computers. In addition, Stanford Resources will have
avai lable its multi-c lient reports, including
Enhanced Liquid Crystal Displays, Flat Info rmation
Displays, Flat Panel Display Manufactu ring Costs,
LCD Manufacw ring, Materials, and Equipment,
Monitor Ma rket Trends, and Proj ection Displays.

Circle no_ 44

TARG ET MAT ERJ ALS , INC .
Columbus, OH 800-292-8639
Booth 626

TEAM SYSTEMS , LNC.
Santa Clara, CA 408/720-8877
Booths 633/635

Digital video generator
TEAM Systems will exhibit its all-new digital video
generator, Model ASTRO YG-825, a unit specifically designed for engineering, evaluation, incoming
inspection, testing, and marketing in the fl at-panel
arena. With pixel frequenc ies of 120 MHz max imum
and digital outputs which offer up to 8 bits/pi xel for
R, G, and B, the ASTRO YG-825 provides optimum
performance in very di versified fl at-panel applications. And programmable de lays between clock and
data add to the fl exibility. The output can be programmed to present scrolling test patterns, fli ckering
window patterns, and all the patterns avail able on the
other ASTRO YG-800 Series products.

TNP INSTRUMENTS , LN C.
Torrance, CA 3 10/787-4620
Booth 144

Laser repair system
TNP Instruments will feature Model 2424-L, a laser
repair syste m for FPDs, large photomasks, and
color filters. It comes with single, dual, or triple
wavele ngth to achieve optimum results in the
removal of aluminum, chromium , ITO, and polyimide. It can be fully controlled and operated under
MS WindowsTM away fro m the microscope for a
completely automated repair station. Tl'tis new
mode l also features their new ly designed 18- in.
extended microscope, developed to eliminate vibration.

--

Sputtering targets/evaporation sources
Target Materials will di spl ay their new high-density
high-purity zinc ox ide w/alumina sputtering targets
and evaporation sources. Thi s material is fabricated
using a new proprietary process which ensures
overall homogeneity, high density, and uni form
oxygen content throughout the thickness of the target. Targets are currently ava ilable as assemblies
with a max imum tile size of 5 x 8 in . Standard
sizes for fini shed assemblies include 5 X 15, 5 X 25,
and 5 x 52 in . The ne w zinc ox ide w/alumina targets joins their grow ing fa mil y of di splay materi als,
which inc ludes indium tin ox ide, zinc ox ide , ni obium , tantalum, and others. Backing pl ates and
bonding services are also avail able.

Circle no- 46
THOMAS ELECTRONICS
Way ne, NJ 201 /696-5200
Booths 5 16/51 8

Circle no. 48

Miniature color monitor
Thomas Electronics will be de monstrating a new
1.5-in. color monitor. Color is generated by a fie ldsequential liquid-crystal shutter manu fac tured by
Nu-Yision. The monitor provides 500-TV-Iines
hori zontal resoluti on and 350-TY -Iines verti cal resoluti on. Luminance is measured at 70 cd/m2
(through LCCS). The power consumpti on is 6.6 W
with a power supply of 12.0 Vdc . The monitor is
avail able with RGB input. Maj or applicati ons
would inc lude vi rtual reality, HMDs, simul ati ons,
and compact proj ectors.

Please send new product releases or
news items to Joan Gorman, Departments Editor, Info rmation Display, c/o
Pa lisades Insti tute fo r Researc h
Services, Inc., 201 Va rick Street, New
York, NY 10014.

VIRATEC THIN FILMS
Faribault, M N
Booths 136/1 38

New anti-reflection coating

Circle no. 45

Circle no. 47

Viratec Thin Films will feature CDAR™, a highperformance clear display anti-re flecti on coating.
By applying CDAR to the glass pane ls in an LCD
projection dev ice, the light transmiss ion of the glass
is increased, resulting in a 15% increase in brightness in the overall LCD projection. This new technology offers the OEM manufacturer superior optical performance and enhanced readability. Computer-generated presentations utilizing LCD projection panels can now be deli vered in an improved
ergonomical environment.

Information Display 4&5195
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WANDE, INC.
Dall as, TX 2 14/70 1-8886
Booth 146

Liquid-crystal filling machine

Circle no. 49

Wande will display the EM- 17 liquid-crystal filling
machine that features a 17-in .-diameter x 38-i n.high stainless-steel li ghted vacuum chamber with
two 6-in. viewing windows and two 10-in. view
ports on top; an oil-less vacuum pump capable of
reaching I 0 mtorr in 30 minutes; a digital-readout
vacuum gauge with two set points; automatic control of liquid-crystal filling , inc ludi ng multiple vacuuming and purging; automatic or manual operation; and programmability fo r both time and pressure. There are also options in chamber size, pumpdown-cycle time, and top or bottom filling fi xtures
(or both). The EM- 17 can be customized ro meet
the customer's requireme nts.

( 150-550); and the focu s outputs can be as high as
1500 Y. The power suppl y operates with a +12 Vdc
(±2 V) input with a low ripple on all outputs. The
anode is 0.025 %. Custom variations with a wide
range of e lectrical parameters can be manufactured
for similar or other applications.
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Circle no. 52

XENTEK, INC.
San Marcos, CA 6 19/471-4001
Booth 239

dc-to-ac inverters
W ACOM TECHNOLOGY CORP.
Santa Clara, CA 408/982-2727
Booth 603

Xentek will introduce the LS440, its latest model in
the LS Series of dc-to-ac inverters, which provide a
highl y reliable low-profile power source for the
cold-cathode fluorescent tubes (CCFT) used for
backli ghting flat-panel displays . Smaller and narrower than competiti ve models, the LS440 nevertheless provides a wider de input range and higher
effi c iency. The inverter employs a proprietary current feed back control method which e nables users
to optimally configure the inverter for use with a
wide variety of popular CCFTs currently available.

3.3- V digital and analog chip sets
W ACOM will feature new 3.3- V digital and analog
chip sets supporting W A COM 's battery less pen
technology for OEMs. These products are based on
W ACOM's patented electromagnetic resonance
(EMR) technology currently used by ffiM , Toshiba,
Fujitsu, Sharp, Matsushita, and other builders of
pen-enhanced computer systems. W A COM's
W7003F analog and W6004F digital chip sets result
in a reduction of 30-40% of the pen input subsystem's power consumption over previous-generation
5-V chips. The chip sets have the capability to support up to 10.4-i n.-diagonal color TFT-LCDs.

Circle no. 51

WINTRON , INC.
Bellefonte, PA 8 14/355- 1521
Booths 125/1 27

HUD power supply

Circle no. 50
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Wintron will feature their new mini regul ated highvoltage power supply for mini ature head-up and
helmer-mounted di splays. This small 3 x 0.7 x 1.5in. unit weighs less than I00 grams. The anode
voltage can be as hi gh as 8.5 kY ; the cathode output
can be as hi gh as 750 11A with an adjustable 02

Circle no. 53

XEROX CORP.
Palo Alto, CA 415/812-4684
Booths 30 1/303

Ultra-high-resolution AMLCDs
Xerox Corp. will demonstrate its latest ultra-highresolution color and monochrome di spl ays. Devel-

The Klein CRT
Inspection Microscope
Model
oped at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, these
direct-view active-matrix liquid-crystal displays
feature resolutions of nearly 300 dpi (150 dpi for
color) and sport a new, compact design with
advanced TAB packaging. Additionally, Xerox
recently announced an alliance with Planar
Advance, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Planar
Systems, Inc., to co-develop, manufacture, and market AMLCDs for use in defense applications. On
display will be a 10.4-in.-diagonal color VGA prototype developed by Planar Advance and Xerox.

XMR, INC.
Santa Clara, CA 408/988-2426
Booth 120
Excirner-laser annealer
XMR will exhibit the ELA 9100, an excimer-laserbased annealing system designed to process activematrix liquid-crystal displays (AMLCDs), changing
the already deposited amorphous-silicon to polysilicon as a step in the manufacture of polysilicon thinfilm transistors. The annealing system consists of a
xenon chloride (308 nm) excimer laser with a beam
homogenizer creating a spatially uniform rectangular beam which then selectively anneals the silicon
already deposited on a glass substrate. The processing subsystem consists of the process chamber with
beam deli very, substrate handling, and control systems. The entire system can process up to 20 substrates per hour.
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Shown
measuring
CRT
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attached
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suction cup
base.
• SOx power
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Shown
with its
bench
top base.
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Klein Optical
Instruments

8948 S.W. Barbur Blvd., Dept. 100
Portland, Oregon 97219 U.S.A.
Phone: (503) 245-1012
FAX: (503) 245-8166
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ACT CITY, HAMAMA TSU, JAPAN
OCTOBER 16-18, 1995
• An international conference on display
research and development aspects of:
- Disolay Fundamentals. Display Devices
-Hard Copy & Storage Input Systems
- Integrated Devices and Applications
-I mage and Signal Processing
-Color Perception Human Factors

Please send new product releases or
news items to Joan Gorman, Departments Editor, Information Display, c/o
Palisades Institute for Research
Services, Inc. , 201 Varick Street, New
York, NY 10014.

SID '96
Symposium, Seminar
and Exhibition
San Diego, California
San Diego Convention Center
May 12-17, 1996
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Visual Inspection
line/Pixel Probing
Metal Deposition
Elimination of Shorts
Trace Cutting
Panel Testing
ITO Scribing
Glass Marking, Fritting

The overwhelming choice of
display makers around the world!
Full product line: tabletop, semiautomatic, full production and
large-area (1 m x 1 m) systems.
Call today for further information.

FREE SAMPLES!
Lasers for Microelectronics

..f2.FLOROC
uCORPORATION
17360 S. Gra me rcy Place
Gardena, CA 90247-5212
310/532-2700, 800/323-7691 , FAX:
310/329-1015, E-Mail: advtech@florod .com
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See Us at SID '95, Booth 230

To the Editor:
In Ken Werner's otherwise excellent report
[/D, January 1995, p. 16- Editor] on the
Monterey IDRC, the following sentence
occurs: "The first TFf-LCDs were made with
cadmium selenide (CdSe), which has long
been out of favor because of long-term instability and difficulty in maintaining the proper
balance of cadmium and selenium during film
deposition (my italics). In ' Fabrication of
CdSe TFfs and Implementation of Integrated
Drivers with Polycrystalline TFfs,' Professor
Ernst Lueder reported that his group at the
University of Stuttgart has solved these problems, ... ".
I strongly object to the above statement,
since it implies that these problems were present in the displays we made at Westinghouse
in the 70s, the displays we made at Panelvision in the early 80s, and also in the displays

made by Litton Systems which are today flying in many U.S. commercial and military aircraft!
This is totally untrue and ridiculous. For
example, an AM-EL TV display we fabricated
at Westinghouse in 1977, containing 40,000
high-voltage TFfs, is still fully operational
today, as are the many displays we sold from
Panelvision, not to speak of the militarized
Litton displays.
Ken Werner claims that he has simply
reported what Prof. Lueder has said, but in my
correspondence with Prof. Lueder, he emphatically denies this interpretation. In his published IDRC paper, he said: " ... the objections
mentioned above (i.e ., long-term instability
and nonstoichiometry) are no longer a problem." He does not claim that he has just
recently solved these problems - a crucial difference in meaning. In his fax to me he says:
"The situation is as you have stated. Many

OVERLAY GRAPHICS
FROM MULTIPLE
SOURCES
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research groups which I have listed in my
publications have contributed to make CdSe a
mature technology."
In view of the continuously recurring misrepresentations of CdSe technology - the one
white hope that remains for the beleaguered
U.S. display industry- I feel it necessary to
once agai n make my input. NO, CdSe TFfs
are not unstable - they are actually more stable than a-Si TFfs, and NO, there is no problem with Cd/Se stoichiometry, as the balance
of Cd and Se during evaporation is automatically maintained because of the near-equality
of the vapor pressures of these two elements.
Only those who have no experience with this
excellent semiconductor material repeat the
tired old untruths, probably as an excuse for
not even trying.
-Peter Brody
Active Matrix Associates
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

The Klein
Convergence
Gauge

is a synchronizer, keyer, fader and di ssolve unit u sed with
data di splay devices. Using a choice of lumin ance key,
chrorninance key or additive mixer, SynchroMaster can s uperimpose one computer image on another, at resolutions
up to 1280 x 1024 pixels.

For simple, fast and accurate
measurement of CRT convergence.
Your engineers deserve the quality
of the Klein Convergence Gauge.

SPECTRUM <~> ...
a visual communications company "'

k:J Instruments

950

MARIN A V ILLAGE P ARKWAY, ALAMEDA , CA

TEL:

(510) 814-7000
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FAX:

(510) 814-7026
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Klein Optical

8948 S.W. Barbur Blvd., Dept. 100
Portland, Oregon 97219 U.S.A.
Phone : (503) 245-1012
FAX: (503) 245-8166
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J$ig1i!hll
erratum
In three place in our March editorial.
.. CD-ROM'' was inadveJtently changed to
..CD-R.'' The central pan of the editorial
hould have read as follows.
There have been repon from different
manufacturers of work on r ecord a ble
CD-ROM (CD-R) drives that will ell for
$ 1000 or les . In the December 1994 i sue of
CD-ROM Today. Tom Halfhill rep01ted on
the widespread rumors th at Sony will introduce a CD-R drive in the fir t half of 1995 at
a street price of less than $600. Halfhill say
the technology is there, but that Sony ha no
reason to establish an aggressively low price.
A CD-R at that price . . ays Halfhill , could
threaten the market for other ma - storage
devices, including Sony's own MD- OAT A
device. and would allow inexpensive copying
of conventional C D-ROMs. The device
could also copy audio COs. but with blank
CD-R disks costing $20. that is not an immediate threat. However. Sony. which own
CBS record , could be worried if it thinks that
the blanks could get much less expensive. Of
course. EC and Matsushita may not have the
same qualms.
CD-ROMs are becoming an all-but-essentia l peripheral. at least in PCs purchased for
the home. Richard Wallace, ££ Times Editor- in-Chief. reports that at Comdex so me
people were projecting that more than 90% of
all PCs shipped to the home would contain
C D-ROM drives . •

Clearly ...
Quality Displays
Start With Quality
Sputtering Targets
PlasmArc"' understands reliable thin
film coatings are vital to quality
displays . And the ability to deliver
consistent coatings depends on your
choice of sputtering targets .

services include target
manufacturing , bonding to
backing plates and reclamation
of spent materials.

PlasmArc"' offers a complete range of
high quality sputtering targets fo r
transparent conducting oxides and
optical coating applications. Fully
integ rated manufactu ring allows us to
competitively supply all planar and
rotary cathodes for standard and
custom equipment. Our comprehensive

PlasmArcTM
Til F

<:J.E/\1~

CIIOI<.' E

~

U AifCDNIUM V£?o~~lYS

PlasmArc"' technical staff can
provide you with innovative and
effective approaches to optimize
your production processes. Our
products will be engineered to fit
your needs no matter how complex
your system requirements .
PlasmArc"" . . . Clearly The
Quality Choice For Your
Sputterlng Target Needs.
Fo r mo re info rmation, conta ct :
PlasmArc"'
50 Sims Ave n ue
Providence , Rl 0 290 9
Te l: (401) 456-0800
Fax: (40 1) 42 1-241 9
Toll Free (800 ) 343-0282
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BEA IVIEW!! AnDiher of the dazzling array of fast. accurate measurement capabilities of the S200. This fully au tomatic test .. strips awa) .. Ihe shadow mask and allow
complete analy i'> of the beam in seconds. Include conve rgence. MTF. jitter. luminance.
line width. con tour maps. and an automatic test ;uite for ISO 92-H qualification testing.
See these and many other test functions performed at your location. Contact 1icro' is ion
to be included in our next demonstration tour in )OUr area . Call 1-800-931-31 8.

See Us at SID '95, Booths 202/204

MICROVISION
180 Knowles Drive, Suite 100
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 374-3158 FAX (408) 374·9394

lnt'l Reps :
Japan, ARGO CORP., 06 339 3366
Taiwan, Superlink Tech ., 02 705 709
Korea , B & P lnt'l., 02 546 1457
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cominued from page 6
communication ? Recently. I aw a product
from a company called Black Box that allow
businesses to fax product information to customers on request- automatically and around

the c lock. Caller are electronically guided
through the request process and. after they
hang up. the .. FAX on Command .. product
end them the reque ted infom1ation. This

The Next Wave In
Handheld Colorimeters.

Looking for lab-grade colorimeter
perfonnance in an affordable, handheld
package?
Look into the
SLS 9400 from
Graseby.
Ideal for CRTdisplay applications. the 9400
does what no other handheld can:
closely mirror the CIE tri-stimulus cutYe
for a level of measurement accuracy
you'd expect from a benchtop system.
That's because the 9400 employs four
proprietruy detector/filter combinations
(others use only three) to capntre the

blue-wavelength region with exacting
preci ion-an area often measured
inaccurately by other handheld
colorimeters.
What's more. measurement's
a snap witl1 menu-driven commrulds, on-screen graphics. a
bright LCD display tipped for easy
viewing. and vacuum-seal suction
cup that's easily deactivated.
The SLS 9'100 is hipping now at
an easy-to-grasp price. For details. call
(407) 2 2-140. Fax (40) 2 3-9046. Or
write Graseby Optronics, 12151 Research
Parkway, Orlru1do. FL 32826.

GRASEBYA
'.._
O_P_T_R_O_N_I_C_S
See Us at SID '95, Booth 218
70
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product has co mbined useful features from
voice mail. disk storage. and fax.
For the nex t few minutes, try to imag ine
(imagining and dreaming - what people did
before virtual reality) th at you and I are partner in a busine producing stand-alone fax
machines . What hould we do to counter the
threat of co mputer fax board and e- mail ?
Aha! we conclude. the stand-alone fax
machine till ha one very important advantage over the co mputer fax board- it can send
anything that can be put on a piece of paper,
from hand written scribbles to schem ati c to
recipe . Let' see you get th ose into and out
of your computer! If you u e a scanner. aren't
you ju t duplicating the function of a fax
machine in a clumsier way? Also, fax
machine are so convenient because they are
always there and waiting to receive or end.
You don 't have to leave your computer 0
ju tin ca e someone might be trying to send
you something. With these benefit . our business appears secure. o one ca n declare the
stand -alone fax machine a museum piece- at
lea t not for the foreseeable future. Right ?
So. shou ld we in vest in th at new factory that
will double our capaci ty?
Di conceningly. from our viewpoi nt a a
stand-alone fax-mac hine maker. there ha
been a troubling trend, fir t noted a few
month ago. hinting at a new merging of functions. There seem to be more and more printe r and copiers appearing that have built-in
fax capability. It seems th at thi s all got started
becau e no one much liked the curly thermal
fax paper we we re selling for use with our
machine . T he plain-paper fax was the obvious answer, and we reluctantly made the
changeover, e en though it elimi nated our
nicely profitable fax-paper bu ine . However. now it eems that the next tep i to provide a fax board and a telephone jack in vi rtuall y every office and home printer and/or
copier. The first wave of these product has
recently been announced by major players
such a Okidata. H-P. Pana onic. and QMS.
That means that many more will follow.
Perhaps our pl an for building th e next
stand-alone fax-product factory need ome
rethinking. In fact, it appears that we may
have an even more serious problem on our
hands. It could happen that there will be a
nearly complete merging of faxes. printers,
and co piers. In other words. in 2-3 years a
stand- alone copier. printer. or fax machine
may be a rarity found only as a low-end prod-

uct or a high-volume production machine.
Looks like we'd better be thinking about a fax
machine that wi ll sell for well under $200and be marketed more like the ubiquitous telephone answering machine. Too bad we didn't
see these changes sooner and develop our
business from a broader perspective, we think
to ourselves. Perhaps then we cou ld have
repositioned our products in time to take
advantage of these market trends.
So, how wi ll the desktop and laptop computers interface with this new environment?
With e-mai l well-established, the fax technology will need to blend with and support that
capability. The need, stated in its most
generic form, is to be able to access information in any form , analyze and modify it in
some fashion, and then pass it on to someone
while retaining a copy for future use.
Acq uiring and sending information to and
from desktop computers wi ll be more attractive, I believe, when manufacturers start providing a stand-by (sleep) mode that activates,
like a telephone, when someone wants to send
information or if the user has programmed it
to send informatio n to someone else during
off-hours. A remote retrieve mode, that produces a document in the same format and with
the same fo nts (with proper access protection,
of course), should also become a standard feature. I want my computer to go "bump in the
night" but not to wear itself out having to be
ON when it's not doing something useful.
A complementary step in this evolutionary
process will be an office copier that not on ly
makes copies on paper but can produce a
floppy disk of a document compatible with at
least two or three of the most commonly used
word-processor and spread-sheet formats
(e.g., Word, WordPerfect, Excel). How far
behind can a home-office copier be that does
the same thing, perhaps slower and with less
versatiHty, but for a suitab ly lower price?
The stand-alone fax machine will be with
us in its present form for only a few more
years. Fax boards for computers and e-mail
wi ll grow much fas ter than traditional fax
machines. However, the amount of information being communicated is increasing at such
a high rate, and the need to have it arrive in a
conveniently usable format is so great, that the
merging of faxes, printers, and copiers, fo llowed by copiers with computers, is
inevitable. I believe we will end up with two
classes of machines, both with built-in communications capabilities. One will be the

combination of a desktop or laptop computer
with an electronic communicator for e-mail,
CD-ROM, and floppy creation; the other, a
combination of paper printer/copier/scanner,
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fax and floppy-disk, and CD-ROM reader/
writer. The result wi ll be the abi lity to handle
information with eq ual ease on disk or on
paper and to translate between the two either
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In a world of fantasy and make believe,
it's not difficult to distinguish the reality
of true technological innovation .
ACCUDYNE, the preeminent U.S.
manufacturer of flat panel display
production equipment and systems,
brings the USDC joint development
contract for Spacer Applicator Cluster
to its highest level. ACCUDYNE,
recognized for its leadership in stateof-the-art modular FPD production
equipment, invites you to come see
Intelligence on Display.
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The Door to the Future is in Booth #209 at the Dolphin.
(Please keep hands and feet inside the booth while in motion.)
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Rubbing Machine

Assembly Machine

Filling Machine

RUaaiNG CLEANING 11> SPACER APPLICATION I> ADHESIVE DISPENSING
ALIGNMENT • ASSEMaLY 11> FILLING 11> HANDLING AUTOMATION
11> PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
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locally or to and from a remote site. ince
there i no fundamentally new technology
needed. we could begin to see early ver ions of
the e products oon -within week or month .

Some may already exist in first-generation
fonns . Let me know if you have already
bumped into one or more of them in your wandering through the ··information fore t.""

We Project your Image!
High intensity lamps for large screen and overhead projection
manufactured by ILC Technology,
the American leader in specialty lighting.
Focused CERMAX' -

the "SAFE" lamp for video projection
• Input powel' !Tom 125 to I (XX) 11 an.,
producing 01 er 2.HXXJ lumen'
• Internal ceramic reflector eliminates
e\plo-.ion
• Safe and Ca.)) to handle

• Maintains constant color tem~rarure
of 5CffiK
CERMAX"' Focused Xenon Lamp

• Focu:-,e-, into small spot without
extemal optic-.

DAYMAX'' Metal Halide Lamps
•

Yel'ion of popular ..\00 wan
projection lamp

• Ceramic refelector pre1·ent' breakage and
01 erheating problem>
• Shan arc gap and I<XXJ hollT:-. mtcd life'
• High efticiency. 5600K
•

Cll~tom

de-,ign-, a1ailable

• From 200 wam, up to 18 kilowatts
• DMI 575 used in -;e1·eraJ o1·erhead and
large :-.creen projectol'
• High efficienq . :i(:ffi K

• Double- and Single-ended l"ersiom,
a1·ailable
DAVMAX"' Metal Halide Lamps
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In the industry-new egment this month.
we have an abundance of items . pa1tly
becau e of the longer time period covered by
thi two-month i sue. but also becau e of all
the interesting happenings in our dynamic and
growing display industry.
The second international Display Manufact uring Technology Conference. which
took place January 31-February 2 in Santa
Clara. California, wa an unequivocal success.
Fully paid attendance approached 500, compared to 380 last year. and with the 62 exhibit
booths. total attendance was well over 850.
Thi fir t year of exhibits attracted a nice
cross section of companies providing ervice
and equipment to the display-manufacturing
indu try. ext year. this event will take on an
even broader cope. It will be re-named Display Works 96 and be ponsored jointly by
SID, SEMI, and USDC. SID wi ll continue to
organize the technical conference, with SEMI
worki ng to expand the exhibit and US DC
providing a forum for the discus ion of busines and inve tment issues. With the combined efforts of the three organizations. this
event i expected to become the forum for
exchange of infonnation on all aspect of display manufacturing.
MRS Technology, Inc.. of Chelm ford .
Ma sachusens. ha announced the appointment - and return -of James D. McKibben
as Vice President of Marketing and Sales for
the large-area FPD lithography equipment
maker. In this position. he will work closely
with MRS Technology's worldwide customers
as he returns to MRS after a two-and-a-halfyear absence. Mr. McKibben has been an outpoken advocate of the importance of FPD
manufacturing to U.S . high-technology leadership for many year . Prior to rejoining
MRS , Mr. McKibben directed a worldwide
sales, marketing, and busine s-development
campaign for Semiconductor Sy terns, Inc .. a
manufacturer of customized high-pe1formance
processing eq uipment. based in Fremont,
California. His extensive experience al o
includes positions at Kulicke & Soffa,
Leitz!Leica. GCA Corporation. and JT Baker
Chemical Company.
Lou Falce has been appointed to the new
po ition of Executive Vice Pre ident. Cathode . by Ceradyne, Inc.. of Costa Mesa. California. Ceradyne's Chairman and CEO, Joel
P. Moskowitz, stated that the recent success
of its subsidiary, Semicon Associates of Lexington. Kentucky, coupled with Mr. Falce's

recog niti on as an imernati onal cathode expert ,
resulted in a renewed mark eting focus to be
chaired by Mr. Falce in hi s new office. Mr.
Falce will relocate to Southern Cali fo rni a to
be c lo er to the customer ba e. as we ll a to
Asian markets. Mr. Falce's career spans years
of di spenser-cathode development and manu fa cture. He joined Ceradyne in 1985 and
spearheaded the de velopment of th e co mpany' inexpensive CRT di spenser-cathode for
televi ion and other CRT applicati ons. including HDTV . In related developments. Ceradyne a! o announced the crea ti on of two additi onal corporate Vi ce Pre ide nt positi on to be
held by Semicon' David Bowling and Jim
Cuppy. Mr. Bowling will al o serve as President o f the Semicon As ociate ubsidiary.
Jim C ostigan has bee n named nati ona l
ales manager of E xtron E lectronics, a manufacturer of computer-video inte1faces.
witchers, di stributi on amplifiers. and scan
converter . Mr. Co ti gan will report to Vi ce
President of Sales, Gary Kayye. and will manage all domestic sa les operati ons. He joins
Extron after 8 years in the audi o-visual indu try. mo t recentl y with A VW Audi o Vi ual o f
Dallas. Texas . Ex tron Electronics is based in
Santa Fe Spring . Californi a.
UL VAC Technol ogies, Inc., o f Andover,
Massac husetts. has appointed Robert Gardner as General Manager, We tern Region. In
this position, Mr. Gardner will be responsible
for the day -to-day operati on of all Western
Region ales, service, and engineering activities, as we ll as the continu ati on of his dut ies in
sales and marketing for all ULV AC di k manufacturing and indu tri al sys te ms product
lines. Mr. Gardner has been with UL VAC fo r
the pa t 8 years in a vari ety of ales and marketin g po itions.
Gerald V. Butler has joined Brite Voice
Systems, Inc., of W ichi ta, Kansas, as Senior
Vice President. He will be responsible for the
company' computer telephone integrati on
(CTI) and interacti ve voice response
(CTT/TVR ) business acti vities and setting
directi on fo r techno logy pl atform and applicati ons development strategie . He will be
located at the compan y's Canton, Ma sachuse tts faci lity, home of Brite's Perception
Techn ology Di vision. His prior position
include Vi ce Pre idem of Co mputer Special
Sys tem for Di gital Equipment Corporati on,
President and CEO of Culler Sc ientifi c, and
Pres idem o f the Sy tern lmegrati on Bu iness
Unit of Prime/Co mputervi ion. Brite Voice

Sys tems was fo un ded in 1984 and provide
vo ice processing system for mak ing te lephone comm uni cation mo re powerful and
efficient.

SI Diamond Techn ology, Inc.. of Houston. Texas. wi ll acquire some of the Microe lecu·onic and Comp uter Tec hno logy Corporation' (MCC) se mi conductor packaging and

ERG inverters and converters are power supplies tailored to
your information display. You get performance to pee. with
maximum reliability.
ERG has power supplies for:
e CCFT Backlit Flat Panel LCDs
• EL Lamps or Backlit Displays
• Ga Plasma Displays
• Vacuum Fluorescent (\'F) Displays
We'll work with ou to meet any
requirement, from custom dimming
to pecial packaging. And every
ERG power supply is made in the
U.S.A. Just tell us what you need.
When you're ready to power up.
design in ERG.
See Us at SID '95, Booth 224

Endicott Research Group, Inc.

THE POUER BEHIJD
THE DISPLJl
260 I Wayne Street
Endicott, 7\T 13760

(607) 754·9187
Fax: (607) 75-1-9255
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interconnect laboratory and fabrication facility. as well as a license to approximately 125
packaging and interconnect related patents.
Th is transfer of operations will give SJDT
complete control of both the facility it has
been leasing from MCC as well as MCC's
work force. Thi move will facilitate de elopmen t of SIDT's diamond field-emission displays and the packaging and commercialization of those products. SIDT has agreed to
pay MCC $1 million in cash and an equal
amount in lab and fab services over the next 2
years . In addition . SIDT will pay a 3% royalty over the next 6 years from commercial
sales of products or ervices ba ed on MCC
technology.
In another FED-related announcement.
Mitsubishi Corp. of 0 aka. Japan. rates that
by treating silicon eminer tips in field-eminer
arrays with an etching solution. they are able
to achieve a factor-of-ten improvement in performance. The chemical-etch step apparently
creates nanometer- ized rods at the tips where
e lectrons are emined . resulting in the
increased emission.
The Mayo C linic in Jack onville. Florida,
has selected Siemens Medical Systems, Inc ..
to install an extensive Electronic Medical
Imaging (EM!) system . The in tallation will
help Mayo Clinic Jacksonville to meet its
operational objective of being film less by
1996. Siemens products will interface with an
electronic medical -record sy rem from
Cerner C orp. and a Radiology Information
System (RlS) from ADAC/SD& G C orp .
Together, these products will form a network
for an integrated electronic radiology practice.
which is believed to be the first of its kind.
The picture archiving and communications

system is based on high-resolution Sun
SPARC work rations and digital archives that
allow medical centers to acquire. process.
tore. and di tribute medical images. uch as
x-rays. computer tomography images, and
magnetic re onance images- without hardcopy film- to diagnostic and viewing locations. Dr. T hom as H. Berqui st is the chair
of the Department of Diagnostic Radiology
andre ponsible for managing the conversion
to this newsy tem for providing increa ed
diagnostic capability.
M ike M cC lure of Virtua l Vision, Inc.,
Redmond. Washington. has provided information on an interesting application for virtualvision head-mounted displays. Called "Virtual Vi ion Rx ... the Virtual Vision eyewear is
a monocular viewing ystem specifically
adapted for use by patients while receiving
treatment from their dentists. The combination of vi ual and audio stimulation is
intended to provide an environment that is
more plea ant to the patient than listening to
the sound of the dentist's drill and/or watching
the dentist work. Virtual Vision has also
developed another product intended for outdoor use that combines the benefits of sunglasses and the ability to simultaneously view
a video image. According to Mike McClure.
his submi sion to Information Display was
stimu lated by the December column that suggested the many possibilitie for head mounted displays. These two intere ring
examples from Virtual Vision hint at the
many, many opportunities yet to be uncovered.
I appreciate getting your feedback and your
comments. These interactions are always
stimulating and enjoyable and provide ideas

• Cornpi!te fabriCation from

which can perhaps be used in future columns .
I can be reached by e-mail at ruis_silzars@maca.
arnoff.com, by telephone at 609/734-2949.
by FAX at 609/734-2127. or by obsolete technology (the Post Office) c/o Jay Morreale at
Palisades Institute for Research Service . 20 I
Varick Street. Suite 1006. ew York. NY
10014 . •

16
OCTOBER
Asia Display '95 International Display
Research Conference
ACT CITY, HA MAMA TSU, JAPAN
OCTOBER 16-18, 1995
• An international conference on display
research and development aspects of:
-Display Fundamentals Display Devices
- Hard Copv & Storage Input Svstems
- Integrated Devices and Applications
- Image and Signal Processing
- Color Perception Human Factors

Please send nell' product releases or
news items to Joan Gorman, Departments Editor, lnfonnation Display, c/o
Palisades Institute for Research
Services, Inc., 201 Varick Street, Nell'
York. NY 10014.

•In-House design, engineering, heat treat
and test facilities

specialized components to complex
assemblies

• High permeability sheet and foil
materials from stock

• Shielded enclosures for Video
Display Terminals
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Gukleto
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MANUFACTURING CORP.

Shlehfil"'iJ

4737 DARRAH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19124
215-535-3000
FAX 215-743·1715

::--- Call today for your free
"
Complete Guide to Magnetic Shielding
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measurement versatility.
For brightness, color, and CRT frequency, the PR-880, our next generation,
fully-automatic filter photometer is the brightest star in the sky.
Equipped with patented Pritchard optics, for benchmark through-the-lens
viewing accuracy, its built-in automatic attenuators, colorimetry filters, and
apertures provide illuminating value, speed, and precision.
Fully automatic, the PR-880 masters space and time with ... Auto Measurement and Calculation. One-key, programmable calibration. Full on-board
CPU control. And a brilliantly backlit supertwist LCD display.
And, its advanced Auto data logging, RS-232 Remote operation, and
universe of accessories, deliver stellar application performance in:
• AMLCD Display Measurement
• Automotive Lighting
• Aircraft Panel Luminance & Color • Electroluminescent Panel
• Color Temperature Determination Evaluation
• CRT Luminance & Contrast
Fittingly, the PR-880 weighs less, costs less, and takes less to operate than
any photometer in its class. And, its rugged, single-component design does
more of the work, while you do less.
Leap ahead ... to ultimate versatility in brightness and color measurement.

PHOTO RESEARCH

DMSION Of I<OUMORGEN INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION

9330 DeSoto Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311-4926 SA
(818) 341-5151 FAX: (818) 341-7070

The PR-880...
"AheadAutomatically."

Circle no. 141 (Please send literature)
Circle no. 142 (Please have salesman call)

North America Sales Represenlalives:CALIFORNIA SCIENTIFIC SPECTRUM (Northern) Ph: (40B) 997 -B41 0 (Southern) Ph: (714) 770·1251 COLORADO SOUTHWESTERN ENGINEERING Ph: (303)
5B1-9526 FLORIDA ELECTRO·OPTICS. INC. Ph: (407) 645·1000 ILLINOIS BROOKS ENGINEERING Ph: (312) 271-2452 NEW JERSEY ANALECTRO. INC. Ph: (BOO) 247-35B1 EN MARK ASSOCIATES.
INC. Ph: (90B) 752-3660 NEW MEXICO SOUTHWESTERN ENGINEERING Ph: (505) 8B1·3677 OHIO MECOM, INC. Ph: (419) 457-3231 TEXAS SOUTHWESTERN ENGINEERING Ph: (214) 340·1741
VERMONT DLG ASSOCIATES Ph: (50B) B77-7BBO WASHINGTON NORTHWEST TECHNICAL Ph: (206) 523·722B
lnlernatlona/ Sales Represen/a/ives: AUSTRALIA HAOLAND PHOTON ICS Ph: (61) (3) 560·2366 BELGIUM ANALIS SA Ph: (B1) 2250B5 FINLAND - HELSINKI DEX OY INFRA Ph: (35B) 200 600
700 FRANCE INSTRUMAT S.A. Ph: (1) 69 · 28·27-34 GERMANY OPTEEMA ENGINEERING GmbH Ph: (212) 67352 HOLLAND LANORHNTECHMIJ B.V. Ph: (20) 56·96·611 HONG KONG LIBE RO
Ph: (85) 2 51B·0603 ISRAEL ANKOR Ph: (3) 575·4242 ITALY PHOTO SYSTEMS SAS Ph: (2) 9537-9353 JAPAN KYOKKO TRADING COMPANY Ph: (3) 35B6·5251 KOREA DONGHWA
INCORPORATED Ph: (2) 521·0301-5 SEPOONG IND. CO .. LTD. Ph: (2) 5B7 5292 SINGAPORE SEIDENSHA CONTROLS Ph: (65) 760·0B96 U.K. MICRON TECHNIQUES LTD. Ph: (44) B1·3434B36 TAIWAN TITAN ELECTRO-OPTICS CO. Ph: (8B6) 2·788·9500 TURKEY ATOTEST Ph: (312) 229·9B04
All trademarks are property of Kollmorgen. Palents Pending.
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